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police
:break
by Keri Schwab
contributing writer
Police have no new leads or information about the four
burglaries at Ashby Crossing that occurred over fall
break, and some students are worried about the safety of
their apartments over Thanksgiving Break.
"There have not been any arrests, but the investigation
is still going on," said Harrisonburg Police Department
Sgt. Jerry Roy. "We try to keep patrol as much as possible.
We know Thanksgiving is coming up. We are going to
increase patrol as much as possible."
Senior Nicole Steffey's apartment was one of the apartments burglarized over fall break. She said she hopes

HPD will "step up some" and that JMU will help protect
the apartment complexes during Thanksgiving break.
According to the Oct. 16 issue of The Breeze, HPD Chief
Don Harper said, "We have extra patrols where there is
student housing, and we ask JMU police to help patrol
those neighborhoods [during breaks]."
There was no evidence of forced entry in any of the
apartments and all entries were made with a master key,
HPD Watch Commander Lt. B.D. Gregory said in the Oct.
16 Breeze. Steffey said Ashby Crossing changed her lock^
three days after the burglary. Ashby Crossing management can't access the new locks because the locks don't fit
the master key.
Steffey is not concerned with a break-in right now, but

said, "When we are on a master key, we will have the concerns for a break-in again."
A clause in the Ashby Crossing lease requires locks to
be accessible to management for safety reasons. Steffey
said she read in an Ashby Crossing newsletter that the
apartment complex will change all of its locks over
Thanksgiving break, and there will be a new master key
for these locks.
Ashby Crossing Manager Jeannie Good said company
policy does not allow her to comment on the break-ins, or
what Ashby Crossing management is doing to make students safer.
see BURGLARIES page 2

Pilgrims progress
Two professors improve faculty-student
relations by opening their home to 140
peoplefor a pre- Thanksgiving gathering
by Katheryn Lenker
contributing writer

Bronze Age revisited

ALLYSON HOFER/vwff photographer

(l-r) Seniors Drew Holloway and Jim Sidletsley pour bronze into ceramic molds at Harrison Annex
Courtyard Monday morning. The students were creating abstract sculptures for Sean Mercer's sculpture class.

Punch, homemade Christmas cookies, three excited children and
two professors are awaiting the arrival of about 140 speech communication students and faculty for a pre-Thanksgiving open house
Sunday.
Married SCOM professors Sherry Williams and Ray Moser are welcoming their students and peers in an effort to encourage student-faculty relations.
"We get isolated from our students ... it helps us to see students as
people," Williams said. 'To invite someone into your home is the ultimate way to get them to be themselves."
Senior SCOM major Nicole Breschi said, "This is the first time I've
ever been invited to a professor's house. I'm a senior and I don't feel
like I've ever gotten to know a professor outside of the classroom. I'm
so excited about going that [my friends and I] already set up a carpool."
Williams and Moser hosted a Christmas open house last year and
hope to rum this Thanksgiving's open house into an annual tradition.
Last year around 70 students visited the couple's duplex on Rex
Road and 140 students are expected this year, Williams said. "The real
reason I do [the open house] is to bake Christmas cookies and use my
see PILGRIMS page 2

Leave it to the teachers to deflate grades, faculty say
by Brad Jenkins
senior writer
This story is part three of a
three-part series.
Faculty and administrators
admit grade inflation occurs at
JMU and they express a desire
to curb inflation, but concrete
solutions to the problem are
hard to come by.
According to Faculty Senate

Speaker Arch Harris, one solution involves more communication with faculty about the
issue. "Encourage them to
deflate their grades," he said.
Grade distribution and median
GPA statistics should be distributed periodically to keep
instructors informed of grading
trends.
Carter Lyons, chair of the
Faculty Senate's Academic

Concerns Committee, said communication is important as long
as it stresses the professor's
need to make individual
changes. "I don't think it's right
for someone to come out and
say, 'you must grade higher' or
'you must grade lower,'" he
said. "As a community, we
have to decide what we want
the grading culture to be, but a
dictum is not the way to do it."

Encourage
[faculty] to
deflate grades. >t
Arch Harris
Faculty Senate speaker

The Faculty Senate "just
wants everyone to look at the
problem themselves to change
the culture. It can strengthen
the university," Lyons said.
The Faculty Senate will probably deal with grade inflation
by occasionally discussing the
issue with faculty, Lyons said.
A report should be distributed
see DEFLATE page 2
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Pilgrims

Burglaries

continued from page 1
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
Editor

GILLIAN COFJconirihuling artist

Steffey said she is impressed
with Ashby's promises to
increase safety, including putting
in new lights in the back of the
complex area. Ashby also held a
safety seminar in the clubhouse
last Wednesday to tell students
what they can do to keep their
apartments safe over the holiday,
Steffey said.
Sophomore Preston Miller's
apartment was also burglarized.
Ashby Crossing changed his
lock, but the lock still fits the
master key for all of Ashby, making him feel somewhat unsafe, he
said. "No other actions were
taken by management and I am
going to take some of my [valuable] stuff home," he said.
Roy gave some tips to help
keep apartments and valuables
safe:
• Make sure all doors and
windows are locked and that students use a bar on sliding glass
doors.
• When students are away for
any length of time, they should
take valuables, jewels or cash
with them.
Students need to have identification marks on on valuable
property and know the serial
number, brand name and make
of valuable items. Knowing the
serial number can help police
track stolen items.

can be tamed with more communication and education,
Lyons said.
This education should include
an emphasis that a "C" is average and something to be proud
of. "I'm proud of students who
make a 'C in my course," Lyons
said. "They're competent."
Doug Brown, acting vice
president for academic affairs,
said instructors, must take the
first step in reversing the inflation trend. "I lay it on the
instructor," Brown said. "Lay
out what is required and give
that grade."
David Jeffrey, associate dean
of the College of Arts and
Letters, said instructors' standards need to be raised. "You
need to go into a class recognizing that giving a test, you have

high standards," he said. "Why
use just half the grading scale?"
Lyons said the instructor
evaluation procedures could
also be modified to reduce
grade inflation. "It was a bad
thing to introduce evaluations
as a way to increase salary," he
said. "That's an inappropriate
use of evaluations."
Associate Professor of English
Cynthia Gilliatt also said there
needs to be more integrity in
course evaluations. "I wish
there were some way of keeping student evaluations, but I
wish we could separate them
somehow from money issues."
Harris said grade inflation is
a "high priority" for the Faculty
Senate and for JMU. "If s a persistent problem," he said. "It
won'tjustgoaway."
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•Make sure all doors and windows are
locked.
■if you have a sliding glass door,
use a bar to block door from opening.
•Take any valuables with you, such as
jewels and cash.
•Make identification marks on valuable
property.
•Write down serial number, brand name and
make of valuable items. This helps
police track stolen items.
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'periodically that
'compares grade distributions
among
'departments. The next
'step would be to bring it
'up in department meetings, he said.
In 1996-'97, grade distribution did vary among the colleges of JMU. According to a
JMU Statistical Survey, more
"C"s were given in science and
mathematics 100- and 200-level
courses than any other grade.
Meanwhile, more students
received "A"s than any other
grade in both lower- and upperlevel courses in the College of
Education and Psychology.
About 54.6 percent of all students received "A"s in upper
level classes and 63.7 received
"A"s in lower level classes.
These discrepancies in grading

ABOUT THE SERIES
PART 1 - JMU faculty, administrators notice
grade point averages increase dramatically.
PART 2 - Qollege board report reveals grade
inflation starts at high school level, carries over
to college level.
PART 3 - JMU faculty education and instructor
responsibility cited as solutions to grade inflation.

mom's old cookie recipes," she
said, smiling.
Besides Moser and Williams'
students, faculty members from
Williams' GenEd cluster and
Moser's contacts in the
Community-Service Learning
center are invited.
This caring approach is an outgrow* of Williams' teaching philosophy.
"I recently developed a teaching philosophy based on John
Lennon's famous quote, 'Life is
what happens when you're making o*er plans/" Williams said
"My philosophy is 'Life is what
happens to our students when
we're busy making lesson
plans.'"
Williams thinks some of her
female students look up to her as
a role model. When asked by her
students how she balances a fulltime job wi* her responsibilities
as a mo*er, she tells them, "It's
possible if you have a highly supportive, loving husband."
Junior Alicia Payne said,
"She's one of the best professors
I've ever had. She manages her
time wonderfully. A lot of people
in *e SCOM department look up
to her."

My philosophy
is 'Life is what
happens to our students when we're
busy making
,//
lesson plans.'
Sherry Williams
SCOM professor
For his part, Moser stayed
home with the couple's three
year-old and 22 month-old children for two years and only
resumed teaching part-time last
fall.
"I'll remember my memories
with my kids more than any
business deals," Moser commented.
Moser said he strongly
believes *e learning process has
to go bo* ways for it to be successful.
"We learn a lot from the students," Moser said. "When you
stop learning, you start dying
inside."
Moser said he learns about
music from his students. He
begins each class period by playing a CD brought in by a student
for five minutes of class and then
discussing viewpoints on the
music.
Besides filling an emotional
need for students, Moser and
Williams said *e Thanksgiving
open house helps students further develop respect for faculty
members.
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JMU admissions alters application deadlines
by Alison Manser
contributing writer
To deal with freshman applications for
the class of 2002, JMU's Office of
Admissions has made the early action
application deadline earlier and is hiring
three part-time employees to review applications.
Laika Tamny, associate director of
admissions, said, "The two application
deadlines [did] not allow us enough time
[to review all the applications]."
The office of Admissions changed the
early action application deadline for next
year's freshman class from Dec.l to
Nov.15. to allow more time to process
early action applications. The deadline for

regular admissions remains Jan. 15.
But with these pressing deadlines and a
staff smaller than usual, the admissions
department didn't allow themselves
enough time to review incoming applications and assistance is needed, she said.
JMU will notify early action applicants
of their status anywhere from the middle
to the end of January and sometime in
April for regular decision.
Tamny said the Office of Admissions
doesn't yet know if there will be an
increase in applications for the class of
2002.
"The number of applicants has been on
the rise for the last two years," Tamny
said. "However, we cannot assume that
this will continue. We will know after the

final application deadline."
Full-time admissions employees have
other responsibilities besides reviewing
applications, but any part-time employees
that are hired will only review applications.
According to Tamny, there are nine
full-time admissions employees and one
graduate student whose tasks include
reviewing applications. The three parttime reviewers will have the same powers
as full-time admissions employees, but
their sole purpose is to review applications
under admission guidelines.
It's not unusual for other Virginia colleges and universities to hire part-time
staff to review applications.
George Mason University Director of

Media Relations Daniel Walsch said, "It is
not unheard of to hire part-time application reviewers. If the need is there and if
we find it necessary, we will do the same."
Linda Miller, associate dean of admissions at the University of Virginia, said,
"We do hire part-time people at the height
of the application review season every
year. Some of them have been working
here for years and are highly experienced,
and some are relatively new but qualified."
While JMU is unsure if it will receive an
increase in the number of applications,
GMU is expecting a 2 to 3 percent increase.
UVa. is expecting to receive about the
same amount in comparison to previous
years.

University payments to bus system double
Additional routes, buses decrease parking woes but take larger bite out of student fees
by Matt Phillips
contributing writer
Although some students don't
question the free bus system at
JMU, these rides are anything but
free — the fee Harrisonburg
charges JMU for bus services has
doubled since last year.
JMU paid Harrisonburg
Public Transportation Department $636,000 this year for students to ride the city's buses

"JMU should be
held responsible
for the cost to
operate [the
buses].
Reggie Smith
director of public transportation
without paying each time they
ride. Last year the university paid
$343,000, said Glenda Ridgely,
JMU's budget director.
Reggie Smith, Harrisonburg's
director of public transportation,
said the total cost to operate the
bus system is $1.4 million per
year.
"JMU covers about one-third
of the total operating cost of the
city's bus system," he said.
Mel Maher, director of the
center for off-campus living,
attributes the bus price increase

MELISSA PALLADINOtom'or photographer

Students disembark from a Harrisonburg Transit bus stopped at Varner House. JMU students compose
95 percent of the city's total bus riders. An average of 9,000 people per day use the bus system.

to the additions of a fourth nightservice route and three day
routes primarily between the
Port Republic Road apartment
complexes and the campus. New
routing needed for the CISAT
building also caused the price
increase.
The addition of these routes
requires more buses and drivers.
Smith said, "JMU should be held

responsible for the cost to operate
[the buses]."
JMU students compose 95
percent of the city's total bus riders. On average, 9,000 people use
the bus system daily. Approximately 8,650 of these daily riders
are students who ride from student housing to campus. Last
year about 6,500 students rode
the bus daily, Smith said. He

agreed with Maher that the price
hike is a direct result of the new
routes but added more students
ride the bus because lack of
"parking on campus forces students to take the bus."
Compensations from federal,
local and state governments
cover the balance to operate the
city's bus system. Each gives the
public transportation department

Indecent Exposure
• Rogers T. CockriH, 19, of Little Rock, Ark., and John K. Burke III,
19, of Richmond, were arrested and charged with indecent exposure
when they allegedly were seen indecently exposing themselves behind
the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority house at 2:10 a.m. Nov. 15.

by Neal Crovo
police reporter
Campus police report the following:
Possession of Marijuana
• McKenzie E. Harrington, 18, of Martinsville, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana in Weaver Hall at 12:19 a.m.
Nov. 16.

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A student was judicially charged with underage consumption of
alcohol in Dingledine HaH at 4:36 p.m. Nov. 14.
\
• Two students were judicially charged with underage consumption of
alcohol behind the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority house at 2:10 a.m. Nov. 15.
Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Nintendo 64 game system

about $300,000 per year. Smith
said every public bus system in
the state receives money from
these sources. Harrisonburg residents pay $1 per ride to use the
bus system.
/
Smith meets with JMU
administrators to fix the price for
the bus system and to decide
how much to charge JMU based
on the hourly cost to operate the
buses. The Harrisonburg Public
Transportation Department's cost
per hour is roughly $30 per bus.
This constitutes maintenance,
insurance, drivers, diesel fuel and
parts, he said.
Ridgely said JMU finances
free bus rides for students
through the $2,208 in comprehensive fee-based services per student included in tuition costs.
Money to support the bus system
is taken from every student's
comprehensive fee regardless of
whether they ride the bus.
According to state regulations, state funds given to the
university can't support the city
bus system, Ridgely said.
The state doesn't view funding transportation as absolutely
necessary for higher education,
she said. The city doesn't include
in its fee rides to businesses
where students spend money.
"JMU should not pay to take
students to the mall," Smith said.
The city receives financial benefits from the sales tax revenue it
collects on student spending at
area businesses.

with four games and two controllers left on the elevator in Hoffman HaH
at 9:18 p.m. Nov. 15.
The estimated value of the system is $200.
Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Windows 95 disk and disks
three and four for a Coreldraw program from an office in Keezell Hall
Nov. 13.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a New Jersey driver's license
and a JAC card from a wallet left in PC Dukes at 7:45 p.m. Nov. 17.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a JAC card from a sweatshirt
in the Miller Hall lab at 7:01 p.m. Nov. 17.
see POLICE LOG page 5
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KICK THE BUTT III
The 6reot American Smokeout
November 18-20
1997

ft Q <W
Dance with the World
at the Second Annual

WORLD MM
Saturday, November 21,1997
PC Ballroom
10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
$3.00 General Admission
$2.00 Club Members

Spsonidij:

ASIAN STUDENT UNION
CLUB LATINO
INDIAN-PAKISTANI STUDENT ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
'UtrMij'Jmiti^:

Center for Multicultural Student Services
Questions? Call Mini at 568-5941

f

Great American Smokeout 1997 is
sponsored by The American Cancer
Society, HTH 458 - Health Program
Planning Class, and The University
Health Center.
Any questions call 568-3642.

JMU Dining Services

Thanksgiving
Schedule
■SmiM

Friday. Nov. 21

Subject to
Change

Let's Go!

Closes at 2 p.m.

Gigabytes
Megabytes
Pizza Peddlers
The Steakhouse
PC Dukes
Lakeside Express

Monday. Nov. 24
Closes at 1 p.m.
Reopens 11 a.m. on Dec. I
Closes at 1 p.m.
Reopens 11 a.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 1 a.m.
Reopens 8 p.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 7:30 p.m. Reopens 5 p.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 10 p.m.
Reopens 3:30 p.m. on Nov. 30
Closes at 11 p.m.
Reopens 5 p.m. on Dec. I

TDU
U- Club
Market One
Mrs. Greens
Door 4 Subs
Gibbons Hall

Tuesday. Nov. 25
Closes at 1 p.m.
Reopensi 7:45 a.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at I p.m.
Reopens 11 a.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 2 p.m.
Reopens 7:30 a.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 2 p.m.
Reopens 11 a.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 3 p.m.
Reopens 11 a.m. on Dec. 1
Closes at 6:3() p.m. Reopens 5 p.m. on Nov. 30

SUNDAY, NOV. 23 thru TUESDAY, NOV. 25

Sunday 11/23

Monday 11/24

Tuesday 11/25

Oatmeal. Scrambled Eggs
Taiet Tots. Bacon
Pancakes
Vegetable Beef Soup
Chicken Breast Sniffed with Broccoli
Garden Rice / Green Beans
Bagels. Danish

Turkey Rice Soup
Country Fried Steak
Country Cream Gravy
Grilled Chicken with Pita
Cheesy Mashed Potatoes
Corn
Sautecd Onions and Peppers

Minnesota Wild Rice Soup
Chicken Nuggets
BBQ Beef Sandwich
Scalloped Potatoes
Broccoli Spears
Broiled Tomatoes

Pasta Fagoli

Curnttt Chickpeas ami Rice

Chili Relleno

Herb Baked Chicken
Roast Pork
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Combread Stuffing
Broccoli Spears
Cinnamon Apples
Saucrkiaui

Fried Chicken
Beef Stroganoff
Egg Noodles
Carrots
Spinach

Beef & Vegetable Stir Fry
Citrus Chicken
Rice
Peas
Cauliflower
Pasta
Tomato Herb Sauce
Meat Sauce
Vegeianan Egg Rolls

http: //www. jmu.edu/diiiing
Wi~

Reopens 7:30 a.m. on Dee.

All dining operations will be closed from
Wednesday, Nov. 26 through Saturday, Nov. 29.
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Godwin Hall: the $4 million building?

Aging structure faces possible
facelift as a response to
facilities moving to UREC

by Brad Jenkins
senior writer
Pending Virginia General Assembly approval this winter, Godwin Hall may undergo a $4 million renovation
that would add more classroom space and create space for
athletics offices currently scattered throughout campus
buildings.
The renovations would involve reconfiguring existing
space in the building, said Steve Knickrehm, assistant vice
president for resource planning. The proposed renovations are a result of the new University Recreation Center
replacing Godwin as the main athletics facility and freeing
up space for offices and classrooms.
"We're not moving athletics [facilities] out,"
Knickrehm said. "We are simply moving athletics to a
more consolidated space in the building."
Donald Cosgrove, director of facilities planning and
construction, said the reconfiguration of space would be
accomplished by converting the existing racquetball
courts into two levels of office space.
Donald Lemish, director of athletics, said consolidating
athlejic offices into one building will be beneficial. "It's
probably as important as anything I can think of," he said.
"Being in one complex is very important. We are very
spread out now. To come together is sometimes difficult."
Knickrehm said much of Godwin Hall is "under-utilized" and could be converted into more classroom space.
"There are spaces in [Godwin] that could be used for academics [with the removal of athletic program offices]," he
said.
Cosgrove said it is still uncertain which academic program will utilize the classroom space, but it will be a program that is overcrowded or dispersed throughout the
university. JMU submitted the plan to renovate Godwin

LINDSAY M\fiSkonirihuiiiin photographer
Godwin Hall has served as JMU's athletic facility since 1972. But it's evolved through the years and now houses a
number of classes. Plans to renovate Godwin would transform it from an athletic to an academic building.

as part of its proposed 1998-2000 budget. The same plan
was submitted to the General Assembly for inclusion in
the 1996-'98 budget, but it was rejected. If Gov. George
Allen (R) and the General Assembly approve the plan,
funds would be available July 1,1998, the beginning of the
new fiscal year. '
According to Cosgrove, design could begin as soon as

funds become available and construction should begin
summer 1999. The project would then take about one year
to complete. During the construction phase, it is possible
the building will be closed, but Cosgrove said it may be
possible to renovate some of the building while the rest
remains open. "We'll have to see what the scope entails,"
he said.

Student-elected college senators will soon
replace non-elected commuter senators
SGA changing process in effort to fix 'undemocratic' representation system
by Marcia Apperson
SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association Senate passed an Ad
Hoc Committee bill Tuesday that
will replace commuter senators
with college senators next Fall.
College Senators would represent
the academic college in which
they arc majors.
Right now, the SGA Executive
Board selects commuter senators
itself through an application
process instead of through student elections.
"[The system] is very undemocratic the way it is now,"
President April Roberts said.
Commuter Sen. Max Finazzo
said, "My application for senate
was a joke because I knew I was
going to get it. This way it is
going to be more democratic. It's
reform, that's what it's about."
Right now not all off-campus
areas have a senator. Under the
new system, students living offcampus who did not have a representative in their area can take
advantage of senators in their colleges, Roberts said.
The number of senators representing a college of the university

will be proportional to the number of students in that college in
the spring semester prior to elections.
Commuter Sen. Kristen
Brannen said in support of the
bill, "Definitely the first year
things are not going to be perfect
by a long shot, but it will be
much better in the long run. The
people are going to be elected
democratically instead of selected. This is the best thing for JMU
and the best thing for the SGA."
Some senators raised concerns
that not many candidates will
apply for the positions, and students may not know much abut
the candidates in their colleges.
Vice President Andy Sorensen
said, "It will be up to the candidates to educate the students on
who to vote for."
Roberts acknowledged the
possibility that some candidates
may run unopposed at the beginning of this process.
Chandler Hall Sen. Sharon
Cohen said the new process
might not be representative of
commuter issues. "I don't see
how this represents the off-campus people," she said. "It is representing the college."

Sorensen said the new system
would have no bearing on offcampus issues presented to
Senate. Students living off-campus would introduce issues to
senators in their colleges.
The bill only affects commuter
senators and the election process,
On-campus senators will continue to be elected by residence
halls.
Students eligible to become
college senators must be full-time
undergraduate students living
off-campus and with a declared
major.
On-campus resident advisors
who are eligible to run as at-large
senators will also be allowed to
run for a college senator position.
If a student has not declared a
major by a semester previous to
fall, he or she can run for one of
the 10 to 15 slots that will be
available as at-large senators.
Students can vote for candidates running only within their
college.
If a student is a double major
under two different colleges, they
must choose one college to vote
under.
SGA will hold elections the
third Tuesday of fall semester

and will conduct college senator
elections separately on scantron
sheets instead of hand counting
votes as in major elections.
Students who live off-campus
can vote on the commons, at
Wilson Hall, at the College of
Integrated
Science
and
Technology or in the Lakeside
area.

SCA
Also at the meeting:
• Student Services Committee
Co-chair Tory Jenkins reported there is a possibility of two
more national television stations being added to residence
halls.
• Jenkins reported JMU has
the highest electric bill in
Septem-ber.compared to other
months. The electric bill for
September
was
about
$200,000. This money comes
from student fees.
• Buildings and Grounds
Chair Will Pearson said the
tree lighting event will be
Sunday, Dec. 7 at 6 p.m. on the
quad.

Police Log

continued from page 3

Property
Larceny

^^

Damage/Petty

• Unidentified individuals allegedly
knocked over a vending machine,
caused the electrical system to go out
and cracked and dented the front of the
machine in the basement vending area
of Hoffman Hall at 12:23 a.m. Nov. 16.
Some merchandise reportedly was
removed.

Property Damage
• Unidentified individuals allegedly put
white paint on a student's painting and
other paintings in the Ashby Art Studio at
11:23 p.m. Nov. 15.

Fire Alarm
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
emptied a dry powder extinguisher and
activated the fire alarm in the hallway of
Weaver Hall at 4:36 a.m. Nov. 15.
The system was reset.
Number of parking tickets issued
between Nov. 11-17:1,111
Number of drunk in public charges since
June 4:34

Don't Forget: Wednesday
■

•■■ ■

■■■

Tuesday because if
Thanksgiving break!
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healthy white newborn
Married eight years,
happy and financially secure,
will comply with adoption
laws.
Please call Pat & Sandra
collect at: 540 727-0741
Email at: patsan@erols.com
http://homcpagc.usr.eom/a/adoption

Thank you from the
bottom of our hearts.

Attention Seniors:
We, the members of the 1998 Senior Class Challenge Steering Committee, spent this semester
researching different possible senior class gifts. We have narrowed down a list of gift ideas to five
great gifts. Now, we want to hear from you! Please rank the gifts in order of your preference
(I = favorite and 5 = least favorite).
Statue of James Madison: A 7-foot, bronze statue of James Madison located on the
Quad. A wonderful way to show our pride in our school and our class. "Class of '98"
will appear on the pedestal along with a quote chosen by our class. A great place to have
photos taken. And if you touch his toe, you may have good luck!
JMU Flowerbed on Interstate 81: A bed of flowers and trees, in the shape of JMU,
located on the west side of Interstate 81 on the hill across from UREC. What a beautiful
way to greet students, alumni, and friends of JMU!

MUST SEE MOO-VIES!
MUST SEE MOO-VIES!
MUST SEE MOO-VIES!

TONIGHT

BANDS! BANDS!
Til

TONIGHT
m
ONIGHT

CHASING AMY

Funding for the Visiting Scholars program: We can bring big name speakers to JMU
every year by supporting the Visiting Scholars program. Visiting scholars are interesting,
informative, and educational AND they will put us one step closer td achieving Phi Beta
Kappa status, which will enhance everyone's JMU diploma.
Class of *98 Scholarship: The senior class can help attract and reward JMU's top
students by offering an academic scholarship. Wc select the name and we determine the
criteria. The perfect way of ensuring that only the best attend JMU!
_

Funding for library resources: Everyone knows we need new books and state-of-the-art
machines and research resources (not periodicals) for the library Let's put our money
where are mouth is- let's support the library.

•
There are four ways to let your voice be heard. Return your survey results to the committee by:
1) mailing this completed survey to Senior Class Challenge, MSC 8701, Campus Mail;
2) emailing your survey results to horschll;
3) calling the Senior Class Challenge office at x3174 (leave a message if we aren't there!); or
4) telling us in person on the Commons on Thursday and Friday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. The first
lucky 250 seniors to vote will receive delicious Hershey's chocolate bars!
No matter how you vote, be sure to include these vital stats:
Name:
Social Security #:
Telephone #:
Thanks for helping to make this year's Senior Class Challenge the best yet!
The 1998 Senior Class Challenge Steering Committee
Catherine Batzli
Lesley Grieco
Andrew Lafiosca
Chris Loch
Lisa Owens
Frank Rosenblatt
Christy Stone
Erin Uyttewaal '00

Sarah Bittenbender '01
Christine Imhof
Brock Leonard
Carey Meixner
('aria Randolph
Keri Ru merman
Arun Sundar '99
Kristy Weeks

EJ. Bott
Kelly Kenneally
Alyson Uo '99
Stefanie Mumpower
April Roberts
Andy Sorensen
Megan Swisher
Kyle Wesson

PS. Are you interested in joining our team? It's not too late! Call Lisa at x2825 or Andrew at
x3174 or see any member of the 1998 Senior Class Challenge Steering Committee!

* All votes must be in by Tuesday, Nov. 25
The Senior Class Challenge is a giving program specifically designed by seniors. It is
called a challenge because the Class of 1998 has been challenged by the Class of 1997
to raise more than they did. It is also an opportunity for the senior class members to make
a lasting impression at JMU by restricting their pledges to a certain area of support. The
senior class determines the area of support, and it is understood that the designated area
of support would improve an area of the university.

IGHT
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m

TONIGHT

'Kevin Snutk
Director of Mallrats, Clerks,
and Chasing Amy Speaks!
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it EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,5-6:30 p.m.
Details: Liz, x7877.
« Fellowship and dinner, Wesley Foundation, 5:30 rp.m.
Details: Ben, 434-3490.
* Fellowship and praise, sponsored by Baptist Student
Union, BSU Center, 5:30 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 4346822.
it Anthropology Club meeting, Sheldon Hall, rm. 114,
6 p.m. Details: Megan, 574-4515.
* Madison Mediators meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 205,
6 p.m.
* Spring 1998 Student Teaching Orientation, sponsored
by Teacher Education Services, Burruss Hall, rm. 44,
6:30 p.m.
*tt NAACP meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,7 p.m.
* New Life Singers, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. Details:
Ben, 434-3490.
* Folk Group Practice, sponsored by Catholic Campus
Ministry, CCM House, 7-8 p.m. Details: CCM House,
434-7360.
'
it Prime Time, sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ,
Warren Campus Center, Highlands room, 7:45 p.m.
it Young Democratic Socialists meeting, Taylor Hall, rm.
400,8 p.m. Details: Michael, 574-1957.
it Religious Discussion, presented by Muslim Students
Association, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,8 p.m. Details: Shabana,
433-7923.
* Stratford Players present "Sunday, Monday and Albert
H. Drew," Theatre H, 8 p.m. Details: Mike, 434-5373.
it Univeristy Program Board Acoustic Jazz and Poetry,
Taylor Down Under, TDU stage, 8 p.m.
* Bible study, Wesley Foundation, 8:15 p.m. Details: Ben,
434-3490.

FRIDAY

21

* Rosary group, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,.
7:15 a.m. and 10:15 a.m. Details: Kara, 433-5340.
it Spring 1998 Student Teaching Orientation, sponsored
by Teacher Education Services, Roop Hall, rm. 202,1 p.m.
it Stratford Players present "Sunday, Monday and
Albert H. Drew," Theatre II, 8 p.m. and 12 a.m. Details:
Mike, 434-5373.
* Bible study, sponsored by Baptist Student Union, BSU
Center, 7 p.m. Details: BSU Center, 434-6822.

SATURDAY

22

it Mass, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 6 p.m. Details:
Christine, 574-0534.
* Bryan Redding, TDU, TDU stage, 8 p.m.
it Stratford Players present "Sunday, Monday and Albert
H. Drew," Theatre II, 8 p.m. Details: Mike, 434-5373.

SUNDAY

23

* Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. Details: Christine, 574-0534.
* Sunday Supper, sponsored by CCM, CCM House,
630 p.m. Details: Kara, 433-5340.
* Contemporary worship service, Wesley Foundation,
7 p.m. Details: Ben, 434-3490.

Egypt's tourism minister says country
is safe; business expected to decline

Beatles Museum owner could get by
with a little help from some extra space

LONDON — Middle East tour operators fear their
business will be hit by fallout from the attack in Egypt,
but Egypt's tourism minister put on a brave face Tuesday,
insisting his nation is as safe as any others.
"Were you not able to prevent bombings at the World
Trade Center or Oklahoma City?" Mamdouh el-Beltagui
asked an American reporter at the World Travel Market
conference in London. "And you have a strong police
force. Egypt is no less safe."
El-Beltagui rattled off a number of other incidents —
including bombings in Paris and London, and fatal
attacks on European tourists in Florida — that he said
caused no lasting damage to the respective travel
industries.
But earlier terrorist killings have created severe
hardships for Egypt's $2 billion travel industry — even
though they had fewer casualties than the 58 tourists
killed in Monday's attack in Luxor.
Around the big Egyptian pavilion at the tourism
conference, glum-faced tour operators and Cairo hoteliers
refused to talk about their troubles. All around the
convention, newspaper headlines blared out the tragedy,
such as the Daily Mail's front page: "British tourists die in
horror on Nile."
Mazen F. Al-Sharif, owner of Pella Tours in Amman,
said the vacations he sells in Jordan are perfectly safe but
many Westerners will probably stay away in the short
term.
"For the very near future, it will affect us a lot, but after
it goes for a while — three or four months — that will
change," Al-Sharif predicted. "As you know, Jordan is
safe, but because we are near Egypt, that will affect us."
—AP/newsfinder news service

STANARDSVILLE — Michael McKee, owner of
McKee's Beatles Museum, is looking for a new home for
his showplace — preferably in a larger city or town.
The owner of one of Stanardsville's most popular
tourist spots said he wants a larger jurisdiction to increase
visits to his one-room Beatles shrine. The museum
features records, guitars, photos and other memorabilia of
the Fab Four.
"I got 16,000 visitors in Greene County in one year,"
McKee said. "What would I have had if I was in
Charlottesyille?"
The California native, who also owns a printing
business, said he has received telephone calls from about
20 cities including Manassas, Virginia Beach and Roanoke
asking McKee to move his museum.
In addition to attracting more visitors, McKee said he
needs more space for displays, some of which he has
stored due to lack of space.
"You get eight people in there and they're bumping
into each other," McKee said.
"Especially with our new display cases, there's just not
enough room," he said.
He said he has examined several sites, the smallest
about five times the size of his current museum. The site
used to be the old town post office, he said.
McKee also said he is looking for a location where
more young people who tend to be more familiar with
and enjoy the Beatles' music than older people live and
congregate.
"There's no population base here," he said. "I don't
mean to offend anyone, but a lot of people in the county
are just too old."
—AP/newsfinder news service

Preview

Coming soon to The Breeze

News: Virginia's first snow tubing park at Massanutten
Focus: The naked truth about streaking — its history and decline at JMU
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Great American Smokeout will
effectively help smokers to quit

Smokers are addicts; Great American
Smokeout not a permanent solution
— Tara Hafer

— Jane Guschke
To quit smoking is a constant battle, but this battle
can be won with the Great American Smokeout.
Hundreds of JMU students and faculty have the
chance to come together to reach the same difficult goal:
kicking the habit. Will it really help smokers quit? Yes!
Most smokers know smoking is bad for them but are
unaware of just how unhealthy it really is.
The Smokeout provides an endless
amount of information smokers and
nonsmokers would otherwise
never know. The Smokeout features different relaxation activities
that have been planned to promote and emphasize the many
healthy ways to relieve stress and
anxiety — alternatives to lighting
up.
It may seem that speakers sharing valuable information about smoking that can change
people's lives, creating an Adopt-a-Smoker Contract and
participating in activities such as "Bum Your Butt" aerobics classes, aroma therapy and massage sessions aren't
enough.
But think how powerful it is to be surrounded by other
individuals who, just like you, want to quit and are willing
to learn how. The most difficult aspect of becoming
smoke-free is getting motivated. The Great American
Smokeout fosters the willpower of smokers and guides
them to the road of recovery from harmful addiction.
The effectiveness of the Great American Smokeout lies
within the concept that forcing smokers to change will
only accomplish resentment and rebellion. The Smokeout
emphasizes that people have healthier and more positive
choices out there for fighting addiction, and helps them
take control of their lives. Smoking is a serious and harmful addiction that affects everyone. It can be overcome
with positive behavior techniques through events such as
the Great American Smokeout.
jane Guschke is a freshman undeclared major.

Yes, the Great American Smokeout will increase
awareness concerning the dangers of smoking and
the benefits of being smoke-free. But for how long?
It seems like wishful thinking to believe a long-term nicotine addict is going to stop smoking altogether just
because of a three-day promotion. Smoking is an addiction that must be cured through more continuous
and forceful tactics.
For many years we've all been
educated on the dangers of smoking. We've learned nicotine is a dangerous and addictive drug. We've
all seen the surgeon general warnings in bold black letters on cigarette cartons.
Even if you somehow missed all
of that information, the President has
'even made restrictions recently on the advertisement and distribution of tobacco products. In
short, it is impossible not to realize the dangers of smoking.
Smokers know their habit could kill them. People
smoke by choice, and it is their decision and their bodies;
they can do what they choose. No one has the power to
infringe upon these rights. If they already know smoking
is dangerous to their health, why would they stop after a
three-day event? Why, after years of previous education
would smokers stop something they obviously enjoy
despite the risks? It's apparent all other attempts at getting
them to kick the habit have failed.
Like many addictions, smoking can't be cured over a
short period of time. Overcoming this habit requires a
long period of dedication. People also use strict tactics like
nicotine patches, gum, support programs and sometimes
psychological counseling when trying to quit.
Although the Great American Smokeout may be temporarily beneficial, it is ludicrous to think it will be a longterm solution.

Dart...
An "I-am-not-a-crook" dart to the PC Dukes
employee who wrongfully accused me of stealing
chicken strips. If you paid more attention to your job,
you wouldn't have to worry so much about theft.
Sent in by a very embarrassed student who wants
an apology.

Pat...
A "wonderful-performance" pat to all the student
choreographers and performers in last week's student
dance conceit.
Sent in by a proud and inspired dance coordinator.

Dart...
A "did-you-think-we-wouldn't-see-it?" dart to the
person who carved the initials MPH into our kitchen
table at our party Saturday night.
Sent in by two girls who didn 't appreciate
spending their Sunday evening sanding their table.

Tara Hafer is a freshman chemistry major.

^™%f\—1

Pat...
A "you're-lifesavers" pat to the community
service representatives, volunteers and donors who
helped make this semester's Blood Wars the best
ever. You brought in 31 pints more than the goal!
Sent in by a student who knows what a difference
you made in the world with your selfless efforts.

Dart...
A "your-timing-sucks" dart to whoever is
responsible for my phone being dead when I saw
Matt Pinfield on MTV Sunday.
Sent in by a student who could be $50,000 richer if
it hadn 't been for her phone being out of order.

Editorial Policy

Kristen Heiss . .. editor
Laura L. Wade ... managing editor
KeUey M. Blassingame . .. opinion editor

UNIVERSITY

Letters to the editor should be no more than 500 words, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must be
delivered to The Bretxg by noon Tuesday or S p.m. Friday.
The BrttTX reserves the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff, or James Madison University.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-your-concern" pat to the campus
policeman who stopped me on my walk home a few
nights ago to see if I needed a ride.
Sent in by a student who was almost home anyway
but appreciated the offer.

THE BRLI
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Cupid's cruel arrows crush unsuspecting hearts
I have a crush on you. These are difficult
words to hear. Unless of course, they
come from someone that you wish to
be kissing and hugging. Alas, this is never
the case, because Cupid is a harsh, blind
god.
But, difficult as these words are to hear,
they are far more difficult to say.
Impossible is a better description of
their difficulty level. Give me
mountains to climb and seas to 4
cross, give me alligators to
fight, but do not give me the
person upon whom my every
attention is fastened and
require me to profess my
love for her. I will go crazy
stupid. You just watch me.
You know how it is.
Ordinarily you are a real
smoothie. "Hey," you think, "I
am a real hip cat. I am so hip I *"
have difficulty fitting into small
rooms. Look at my cool shirt"
But then She is standing there. Looking
cute. Looking at you. Looking cute at you.
There are these little people that work
in the brain. They are very serious, business-like people. They wear little suits and
grave expressions. If they went to JMU
they would attend classes in Zane

Showker Hall. They are in charge of your
brain, and ordinarily they do a fine job.
But when confronted with the object of
your affections, they panic. They hoot like
monkeys and smack each other with their
little Italian briefcases. They race across the
room up there in Main Brain Control.
Quickly! She is talking to Us! We must
act!
They look in the brain's
Operations Manual. In event of
test, study. In event of sad
movie, cry. Where is it?! Here!
In event of having a crush
person talk to us — oh no!
There is no entry! There is
only illegible handwriting in
the tiny margin! We must
shut everything down! Sirens
go off, klaxons wail. The brain
is shutting down.
Meanwhile it is your turn to
talk. It is your turn to say something
charming. Your turn to be cute. Now you
must say the one thing that will convince
this person you are ideal marrying material, and they would do well to snap you
right up.
"Ummm," you say. "Uh . . . yeah. It
sure has gotten colder lately. I, uh . . . I
wear a fuzzy hat when it gets cold."

Fuzzy hat? What am I saying? Why am
Big Book Of Useful Terms. Lets see . . .
I talking about my fuzzy hat? She is lookcrankshaft, cucumber — oops, passed it.
ing at me like there is a weasel on my
There it is. Crush. Noun. An idle and
head. I am not making any sense. I am
harmless infatuation. Hmmm. No problem
talking about my hat. Why am I doing
there. Crush. Verb. To smoosh into a tiny
this? Why am I not saying clever things
ball. To destroy.
that will make her laugh and smile and be
Ah-ha! We have you now, you twisty
more beautiful, instead of saying things
snake-word! You are there to smoosh us
that make her want to talk to someone
into a tiny ball. You are there to make us
more coherent?
feel sad. Away Cupid! I rum my shield of
I don't know why. It is very sad.
narrowed eyes against your feathered
Crushes are, by their very nature, sad
shafts of damnation! You are no friend to
things. They are
me, you weird
doomed to failure,
little
flying
doomed to leave
baby.
you smiling a fake
Well, no
smile like a pumpmore. No more
kin and holding
will
I
be
— Brian Minter
your fuzzy hat.
smooshed by
See? This is my
affection. No
fuzzy hat.
more will I see Her and try to think of an
But it is too late. The second you start to
excuse to hide, or at least pretend to clean
be infatuated with someone is the exact
my glasses. I will be strong. Winter is commoment your chances of ever smooching
ing winter will be my friend. Together we
them fade into thin inconsequential mist.
will play backgammon and listen to the
Like air-freshener. The sad, sad air-freshModern Jazz Quartet as the long pale
ener of unrequited love.
fields sink into dreamless sleep. I am safe.
Why is this so? Why are crushes so terSafe until spring. This is my fuzzy hat.
rible? Why do they wound us so?
Examine the word itself. It is sneaky.
Brian Minter is a senior mass communicaWe must look carefully. We open up our
tion major.

Guest Columnist

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
New JMU Silent Witness Program
suggestive of totalitarian society
To the Editor:

I was appalled to read an article titled "Silent Witness
Program lets students anonymously report crimes on
'Net" in the Nov. 10 Breeze. The name of the program itself
is an oxymoron.
Webster's New World Dictionary defines a witness as
"a person who testifies in court." I submit we call these
individuals what our criminal justice system calls them —
anonymous informants.
In any society, informants are inevitable and law
enforcement authorities can't ignore information from
these frequently unreliable sources. What distinguishes a
free society from others is the extent to which law enforcement authorities promote and rely upon informants.
Free societies embrace systems where those accused of
criminal activity face their accusers. Totalitarian societies
are unconcerned with due process of the law; the means
justify the end.
One of the objectives of this university is to create good
citizens. Good citizens are willing to stand as witnesses
against those they accuse of criminal activity. There is no
place for an officially sanctioned system of anonymous
informants in a university community within a free society.

something to be proud of if the GPA stands for exceptional
achievement. Maintaining a GPA to receive financial aid
or to participate in sports is of course important. But do
you really think the most important thing a high GPA
does is to make students "feel good about themselves and
the time and money they spend at JMU?" I hope not.
I love teaching because, at its best, I get to see bright
students meet challenges by bringing their very best to the
exploration of texts and ideas. Students reach beyond
themselves and what they already know to learn and
grow. I get to watch students gain the pride and selfesteem that come from the hard-won accomplishment of
worthwhile and difficult goals.
In my classes, I try to set realistic but challenging standards. I try to engender real discussion of questions and
concerns in the literature we read. I encourage and respect
honest engagement with difficult subject matter. I do this
because I care about my students. I do not want to send
them to their first jobs or professional or graduate schools
feeling "good about themselves" but unprepared to meet
the challenges which life presents.
So yes, I think some students can focus too much on
GPA alone and not enough on what it should represent:
the highest level of achievement students can attain when
urged on to excellence. You concluded your editorial by
saying you thought educators wanted their students to do
well. I think highly enough of JMU students to hope they
want to achieve their very best.

Arthur Hamilton

Cynthia Gilliatt
professor of English

professor of business

Students should be equally concerned
with quality of education as GPA
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to Monday's house editorial in
The Breeze tided, "High GPAs hurt JMU students?" You
are right, I did say that some students may be "overly concerned about GPA." I should have gone on to say I think
students should be equally concerned about the quality of
the education that their GPA's represent.
Being on the Dean's List or in a honor organization is

Few lower-level business courses
offered; students can't fill requirements
To the Editor:

How can sophomores in the College of Business be
expected to complete their lower level requirements when
the College of Business doesn't make those classes available?
I am one of many sophomores who has found it impossible to register for these required classes — classes such as

COB 291 that closed within a few hours of sophomore registration. The simple solution is to add one or two additional sections. But apparently the College of Business
doesn't understand that concept.
Students have been hounding the new Student
Development Center with override requests in hopes of
squeezing into a section. We haven't been given a face to
talk to but an email address in which to address our
request instead.

After sending email messages, we sat around and waited while other classes we could take as alternatives were
filling up. Many still haven't received a response.
The College of Business has refrained from informing
students of what they're doing to correct the problem of
lack of space in required courses. There are rumors the
College of Business will waive the requirement of completing these classes prior to registering for 300-level
courses. There are also rumors that additional sections for
required classes will be added.
But when interested students have called the Student
Development Center to get some answers they have
talked to a voice mailbox. The calls haven't been returned.
Faculty members need to deal with this situation. Stop
ignoring your panicking students. Please do your part by
allowing us to fulfill our lower level requirements. News
flash: Without open sections of required classes, we can't,
meet your academic demands.
Stephanie Haver
sophomore
CIS
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The Ancient World and Roman Britain

CD

Julius Caesar

2

Queen Elizabeth II

4A9d
Maa. 20 - 2>ec 19

BOOK&

May 12-31,1998
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TRAVEL STUDY COURSE: History 391A 3 credits
The Ancient World and Roman Britain

15% <#
•JMU collegiate clothing
•Greeting cards

The program will be based in London exploring the British Museum,
Petrie Museum and the Museum of London with day trips to Dover,
Stonehenge-Bath, Chester, St. Albans (Verulamium), Oxford and
Cambridge.. Students will visit the cities of Newcastle-upon-Tyne to see
Hadrian's Wall and York including a Roman Lunch. Reading assignments
will be linked to excursions, and a paper or journal/site report is required.
Pre-requisite: 3 hours of world civilization of equivalent.

20% off
•General, me\
reference and
computer
(excludes course )ks)
•Backpacks
•Legal Pads
• Calendars and planners

FEE ($2537-VA Student* or $2987-NVA Student*) covers most costs, airfair excluded, for
20 days in England. *These charges reflect tuition charges for 1997 summer school. Rates
are subject to change. A deposit of $500 is required by Feb. 6. 1998.

♦Liberal studies and GENED credit possible.

Win95 or MacOS8 + 16 MB installed $159.00
-a* %%v

Mummies

(regular $189.00)
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Come try our new Edge'pizza!
20% discount for students!

Pizza
Hut
takes
care
of
the
student
body.

Contact:
Dr. Robert Lembright
Department of History
209 Jackson Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Tel: (540) 568-3990
or (540) 433-1085
FAX: (540) 568-6556
Campus E-Mail: Lembrirl
Inter: LEMBRIL@JMU.EDU
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Pizza Party for Four
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Grace
Ballet company presents premiere performance
by Ann Keast
contributing writer
Ornamented with vibrantly colored
dresses and delicate toe shoes, three
soloists from the newly formed
Harrisonburg Ballet — sophomores
Michelle Ferrara, Jennifer Harradon and
Keri Schwab — float across a makeshift
stage. The stage is tiny and the stereo system is mediocre. Despite these nuisances
the dancer's painted faces glow with excitement.
This event, which took place last
Saturday at the Valley Mall, is one way
Michael Gwin, artistic director of the
Harrisonburg Ballet, is generating support
for the company's first major performance.
The promotional event at the mall targeted
shoppers in an effort to attract an audience
for
Saturday's
performance
at
Harrisonburg High School. After all, as
Gwin states, "The first year a company
forms is all about getting organized and
building an audience."
Gwin is busy making preparations for
his 22-member company's premiere performance. Gwin said the concert is at a high
school for several reasons. "JMU's facilities
are booked," he said. "It's impossible to get
space. The high school is good because it
has a great stage, seats 1,000 and it's available."
Saturday night's performance will consist mostly of classical ballet works including the famous "Nutcracker Suite"'s
grande pas de deux, powerful Galzunov

dances and other classical variations from
"Les Sylphide" and "The Sleeping Beauty."
The concert will also include contemporary
dances choreographed by Gwin and
Suzanne Miller, assistant associate professor of dance at JMU.
After many weekends of rehearsals, the
company's dancers, 15 of whom are JMU
students, are excited about finally performing. "I love performing," said sophomore
Katy Ervin, who is one of the company's
principal dancers. "It's sort of what makes
it all worthwhile. Dancing for yourself is
wonderful, but when there's an audience
watching and they're interested in what
you do, it makes the movement have more
meaning."
Leah Sparkes, another principle dancer
in the company, hopes people will come
"to be entertained by the movement of
dance but also to support a local ballet
company that provides students of the
community [with a means] to dance what
they love."
In contrast, Gwin has a more whimsical
notion of what attracts individuals to a
classical ballet performance. "People will
come to escape from it all," Gwin said.
"They don't want to think. They want to
see something pretty. We all have those
childhood fantasies of wearing pretty
clothes and tiaras. Even guys want to show
off on stage."
The performance is Saturday, 8 p.m., at
Harrisonburg High School. Tickets are $6 for
adults and $4 for children, students and senior
citizens. For more information, call 574-0787.

ANGELA COSTAN7,OI.Uaff photographer

Sophomore Jennifer Harradon, a member of the Harrisonburg Ballet, performed a
portion of "The Nutcracker Suite" at Valley Mall last Saturday.

Revised 'Jackal' goes nowhere fast
MOVIE
TRIVIA
■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■ ■■■■■■
Name the following:
•Title of the movie
•Character(s) who said the quote
.-•.->.

"First the Fat Boys break
up and now this! Man,
there's nothing left to
believe in."
(>(D0^ STJIQ) x Xauog A"q pies
..'Snuiauioog,, :IUOJJ

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY:

^n

SCALE OF DIFFICULTY:
One kernel Two kernels Three kernels Four kernels
Easy
Medium
Hard
Difficult

by Brent Bowles
staff writer
// i | ihe Jackal" is a gimmick film, and like the
dozens of cat-and-mouse chase movies that
have come before, its success hinges solely on
developing a juicy and credible foil to our heroic protagonists. Bruce Willis, in an interesting bit of casting, plays a
high-tech assassin who's set his sights on the First Lady.
But despite his devilishly understated performance, the
movie is so terribly written and other casting choices so
completely ludicrous, that "The Jackal" is a chase going
nowhere fast.

Ti

REVIEW
**

After some unexplained meddling with the Russian
mafia, the FBI and Russian Military Police decide they
can't catch this Jackal on their own, and they enlist the
help of imprisoned Irish sniper Declan Mulqueen (Richard
Gere). With the Deputy Director of the FBI (played by the
venerable Sidney Poitier) watching his every move,
Mulqueen uses his all-to-convenient knowledge of the
Jackal's methods and identity to track him. Then, the
Jackal takes an uncharacteristically bad step, and
Mulqueen's quest becomes a personal one.
Were it not for the terrible miscasting of Gere (come to
think of it, has he ever been right for a part?), the squaringoff between him and Willis might actually be plausible.
But the film's failure is not completely Gere's fault; strong
character writing, which "The Jackal" fatally lacks, is an
absolute must to make both the assassin and the feds cred-

ible (and intriguing) opponents. Writer Chuck Pfarrer's
plotting (based very loosely on Fred Zinnemann's classic
film "The Day of the Jackal") is too inane and his characterizations too shallow to make Willis and Gere's face-off
involving.
Did anyone bother to check Pfarrer's resume before
accepting his script? He wrote "Navy SEALS" for God's
sake! Pfarrer's drawing of his killer is probably the weakest element of the film, despite Willis's blistering performance. It's great that he's all about money and flashy
weaponry, but there's got to be more in order for him to
become a palpable villain. Unlike, for example, John
Malkovich's presidential assassin in "In the Line of Fire,"
there's no personal satisfaction for the Jackal to gain, and
as cold-blooded as his monetary motivation may seem,
such fantastic sums are so far removed from most moviegoers that it's completely ineffectual.
Not only does Pfarrer also leave glaring inconsistencies
in the Jackal's character (would such a relentless killer
really drop his meticulously planned operation and ge
after Mulqueen's Bashe-separatist ex-lover?), but his opponents are so blandly drawn they come off as magnificent
bores. Especially in the case of Poitier, who, in an epic
waste of talent, is dropped into a hardly visible, thankless
role. When you get one of this century's greatest acting talents to sign on the dotted line, you don't give him a part
like this!
All this from the director of 1995's outstanding Scotti-I
adventure "Rob Roy." It seems the career of Michml
Caton-Jones is spotty at best; after the artistic success of
the erotic "Scandal" and the Depression Era drama "King
of the Hill," he goes and makes commercial flops like
"Memphis Belle" and "The Jackal." His even-handed
direction can't save this film, and Willis's excellent performance, from its highly problematic script and v\hat
promised to be a crackling political thriller, becomes a
colossal disappointment.
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Breeze
The Breeze is looking for one delivery driver for Spring of f98
Call 568-6127 for details!

Apply by 5pm today !

Hillside Hall

1995-1996

Reunion

Ever wonder what
happened to your freshman
hail-mates?
[fyou lived in I Hillside Hall for
the 95-96 school year...
you're invited
Don't miss out on this
blast from the past!
Contact DAVE BRISSON at
574-260S or 433-FROG

ADVERTISE
IN
THE BREEZE'S

BEAfrHERPSW
An easy 10 minute walk to campus
Amenities Galore:
Pedal on the level, no hills to climb
Only four blocks to campus
Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting
Mini-blinds on all windows
Basketball courts
Paved parking spaces
Pre-wired for telephone
Phone and cable
Outlets in each room
Deadbolt locks and door
Viewers on all apartments
Well-lit parking lots and walkways

. /

V1LA6E
432-9«>2
##

NOV. 24, 1997

coLOuieu.
BANKCRU

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

call x6127 for

more information.

Deadline: 5p.m. today

rCKMt MOUSING
o»i«awt\jMi>

a
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Mr. (Kevin) Smith goes to JMU
Up and coming writer/director Smith
speaks tonight at Grafton-Stovall
by Ryan Learmouth
staff writer
Movie director Kevin
Smith will speak
tonight at GraftonStovall Theatre following the 7
p.m. showing of his 1997 film
"Chasing Amy." The appearance
marks the first time a director of
such magnitude has visited JMU
since a 1995 visit by "Hoop
Dreams" director and JMU graduate Steve James.
Smith has gained a cult following with his first three films
"Clerks," "Mallrats" and
"Chasing Amy." Reportedly,
Smith is now busy working on
two films for release in 1998:
"Fletch 3" (an update of the
adventures of Chevy Chase's
1980s icon) and "Dogma" (with
an all-star cast featuring Emma
Thompson, Chris Rock, Linda
Fiorentino and Selma Hayek).
Smith will take the stage for a
question and answer session after
the 7 p.m. screening of "Chasing
Amy."'Other events planned for
the evening include the music of
local bands Shield Felt Point and
Mr. Holland's Anus before the
film, and an interpretive dance

by the JMU Break-Dancing club
following the film.
One fan of Smith's films anxiously awaits his appearance
tonight.
"Kevin Smith is an inspiration
to young artists everywhere,"
junior Jamie Wood said. "He
started from scratch and went on
from there. I'm really looking forward to his appearance here on
campus."
The University Program
Board is responsible for coordinating the event. UPB Film Chair
Amy Edwards explains that getting a director like Smith doesn't
happen easily or cheaply. "At
first, it didn't look like it was
going to happen, but we whittled
the price down until it was possible," Edwards said.
UPB Film Assistant James
Bilgihan notes that while this is
the first time in recent years that
a popular director has come to
JMU, this may not be the last
time. "If this works out, we might
try to do something similar in the
future," Bilgihan said. "We're
trying to see how this goes."
How did the UPB decide
Smith was worth pursuing? "We
knew there was a following [for

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIEW ASKEW PRODUCTIONS

Writer/director Kevin Smith, who has received awards at the prestigious Cannes Film Festival, will
speak and answer questions tonight at Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

Smith's films] because of the
turnout for 'Chasing Amy' earlier
this year," Edwards said.
UPB Film Assistant Ted
Boyke agrees that the reaction to
Smith's scheduled appearance
has been tremendous due to the

Commencement Apparel
Available Wow!!!

Commencement will be on
Dec. 12 at 3:00 p.m.
$31.99

EDS Apparel
('omplete
MED Hood
Doetoral down
C ap
Tassel

$40.99

$14.99
$13.99
$4.00
$3.00

$1H.99
SI 7.99
$4.00
$3.00

Students now have an opportunity to see the film and one of
the most promising writer/directors of recent years.
Tickets for the 7 p.m. showing of
"Chasing Amy" at Grafton-Stovall
go on sale at 6 p.m. Tickets are $3.

ENTER THE
NAME THE UREC STORE
CONTEST!"

December Grade!!!

Bachelor Apparel
C 'omplete
Hood
Conn
C ap
Tassel

popularity of his films among
students. "(Student reaction] has
been positive," Boyke said. "We
only carried 'Chasing Amy' for
one night. A lot of students wanted to see it and were disappointed we didn't show it longer."

•Master Apparel
Complete
•Hood

We've been open for a year and we need a name!
Submit a name and receive
a FREE 16oz
FOUNTAIN DRINK!

$37.99

•Cow ii

$1S.99
$14.99

•C ap
•Tassel

$4.00

If your UREC STORE
NAME is chosen, you could
WIN COOL PRIZES, like
a JMU SWEATSHIRT and
a UREC STORE GIFT
CERTIFICATE.

$3.00

•Announcements $.70ea
•Souvenir Fan
$4.99
Tassel
•Announcement $5.99
Cover

*T>e«dlute: Vec. 5, 1997

WORK IT OUT AND WIN!

Visit the UREC STORE for more information. ENTER TODAY!
First Prize: JMU Sweatshirt
2nd Prize: JMU t-shirt
3rd Prize: JMU t-shirt
4th Prize: $10 Gift Certificate
5th Prize: $5 Gift Certificate

STORE HOURS
Phone:
568-8723

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. • 10 p.m.

i
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Get Excited with

DUKES HOOPS!
&

CHANELLO
PIZZA

BEST
of the
B EACH

9

BEACH
LX

\j

574-4700
425 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg

v»

Chillin with Chanello's!
Pizza • Subs • Wings

Fast, Free Delivery

Food For Thought!

Charlottesville: 293-&5S5 • We honor competitor coupons
Mon. - Thurs.: 11am - 3am • Fri. - Sat: 11am - 4am • Sun.: 11am - lam

Monday
Madness
Special

carry out only
small 10"
Pepperoni Pizza

k^^.yy Hax
Limit 10 pizzas per order.
Carry out only."
Call ahead for 10 minute
pick-up service
"GREAT NEW THIN-N-CRISPY CRUST OR
HAND TOSSED CRUST AVAILABLE'

Chanello's
Carryout
1 Large
2 Toppings

Chanello's i Chanello's
Large
2 Large
2 Toppings Supreme

llp^.yy+tax

U>ll.yy tax

Double Cheese add
75$ per pizza
Set up to 4 more for $5.50 each

Double Cheese add
75$ per pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Not valid with any other coupons or discounts.
Expires 12/31/97
•GREAT NEW THIN-N-CRISPY CRUST OR
HAND TOSSED CRUST AVAILABLE-

Not valid with any other coupons or discounts.
Expires 12/31/97
•GREAT NEW THIN-N-CRISPY CRUST OR
HAND TOSSED CRUST AVAILABLE"

JlpC7«i7^ Hax
Double Cheese add
75$ per pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Not valid with any other coupons or discounts.
Expires 12/31/97
'GREAT NEW THIN-N-CRISPY CRUST OR
HAND TOSSED CRUST AVAILABLE"
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MELISSA PALLADINOtonior photographer

Full Circle

Junior RaMei Clark (lead vocalist) and senior John Qarvin (guitarist) of Full Circle open up for Pat McGee at the Blue Foxx Cafe
Tuesday night. Full Circle is currently plugging its new self-titled CD at venues in and around Harrisonburg.

World AIDS Week December 1-4
Monday 12/1
10am - 8pm
Commons

Information Table
Reading of the Names from the Names Project,
ribbons and educational information.

11am -1 pm
PO Box/Warren

University Health Center Info Display
Remembrance wall for the infected or deceased
Ribbons, informational videos and pamplea

5pm -7pm
Commons

Candlelight remembrance
Candle lighting and dee decorating.

What are you doing next summer?
Don't know yet? Then consider...
STUDYING ABROAD!

_^

8 pm
Highlands Rm

"Faces cf HIV/AIDS"
Individuals discuss how HTV has affected
their lives.
There will be a canned food drive In the PO area Mon.-Thurs.
Tuesday 12/2
mm
Ham - 1pm
PO Box/Warren

Wednesday 12/3
Ham - 1pm
PO Box/Warren
12 noon
Taylor 304

Thursday 12/4
7pm
Wilson

VAN Information Table
abrance wall those infected or I
died of HTV/AIDS. ribbons, VAN info
Camp Heartland Information Table
Video: "Anglies Secnf
Brown Bag Lunch Speaker
"Life, Marriage and Future with HIV
A young woman addresses issues she has encountered
tying with HIV. Refreshments provided
Candlelight March Meet in front of Wilson.
Luminars will iihpnhmf. the quad for the march.

Spooaored by University Health Ceutet IPC. Panhelknic.
and Studentt for Camp Heartland

■I

There are several JMU summer study abroad options available:

England
France
Ghana
Greece
Italy
Malta
South Korea
Spain
Want to study abroad in a country NOT listed above? It is possible! For more
information, stop by the Office of International Education, Hillcrest House, 2nd
Floor, 568-6419, intl_ed@jmu.edu.
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Budding Ne

Candy everybody w
Harmless vice? Dangerous narcotic?
Medicine? The controversy surrounding
legalization of marijuana is as old as the
ordinances outlawing the drug. Just why
is pot illegal, anyway ?
JENNIFER SIMMONS examines the state of
the debate. * Photo illustrations by ED DYER
What do you call marijuana? Reefer?
Chronic? Bud, purple crush or just
weed? Chocolate tie or northern
lights 1 and 5, or ganja, schwag or
cannabis? Skunk? Hawaiian red?
Well, no matter what you call marijuana, it doesn't change one important thing: It's still illegal.
That small matter has been an American issue for the
past four decades. From the time hippie counter-culture
was synonymous with sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll to the
causal indifference of the approaching 21st century, the
role of marijuana in the lives of America's youth has been
a bone of contention between the government and prolegalization forces.
The pros and cons of legal access to marijuana are fairly clear cut to parties on both sides of the issue. Those
opposing legalization believe marijuana is a dangerous
euphoric and psychoacrive drug that should not be let out
onto the market as a legal substance. Those supporting
legalization cite defenses such as medicinal use for seriously ill patients and the economic and environmental
benefits that can be reaped from hemp, the multi-purpose
marijuana plant.
Under the Virginia State Code, the possession of marijuana is a misdemeanor punishable by 33 days in jail and a
$500 fine, according to Commonwealth Attorney, Doug
Stark.
Virginia has a special First Offender Statute that says if
the person charged has never been convicted of a drug
offense, has never before taken advantage of the statute
and pleads guilty to the possession charge, they may get
off with 12 months probation, and if they are "clean" after
one year, the charges are dismissed.
Distribution or intent to distribute results in a more
serious punishment. If a person has less than half an
ounce of marijuana in their possession, it is a Class I misdemeanor leading to 12 months in jail and a $250,000 fine.
Possession of between half an ounce and five pounds of
marijuana can get you 10 years in the state penitentiary.

The federal laws in marijuana cases are more severe
than the state laws and can include a lifetime jail sentence
in a federal prison, a two million dollar fine or even the
death penalty in some extreme cases, according to the
Marijuana Project Policy internet home page
(www.mpp.org).
Every year, the federal government funnels millions of
dollars to individual states to aid the War on Drugs. Since
the war began during the Bush administration, authorities
have cracked down on all drug trafficking, from the bigtime, hard drug dealer to the 15 year-old selling joints in
the high school parking lot.
Area high schools have been subject to locker inspections by drug dogs trained to sniff out any drugs that
might be hidden among students possessions, according
to Lt. Bill Meadows, media relations officer for the
Rockingham County Sheriff's Department.
"There are very few cases [of drug possession) that
come out of these searches," Meadows says. "Most of the
drugs we find are found through underlying causes such
as being arrested for drunk in public and then being
searched in the jail and finding a bag in their pocket in the
process."
Meadows says when the police find even small
amounts of suspected marijuana, they send it off to the lab
to be tested before making any formal charges. Also,
Meadows says a suspect can be charged for possession if
they have used drug paraphernalia on them, such as a
used pipe or bong.
Meadows says he has seen enough abuse of marijuana
to know that if it was legalized, regardless of the purpose,
be it hemp or medicine, "you would have people abuse
[marijuana] readily."
"There is a humongous drug problem in the U.S. and
legalization is just not a possibility," Meadows says.
"I was in Vietnam in the early 70's, and there were
plenty of airmen that thought they could function as normal after smoking pot. Instead of taking a coffee break,
they'd walk around the base and smoke a joint."
While Meadows concedes that under the pressures of

war, many were looking for some relief, "they weren't out
driving vehicles around town like people would be
today."
That is one of the concerns that many share about the
legalization of marijuana. Some fear that if the drug is
legalized for adult recreational use, as groups such as the
non-profit National Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws hope to achieve, people will be driving
automobiles, trains, planes, buses or any other sort of public transportation while under the influence.
Alan MacNutt, JMU director of public safety, says, "I want
to ask those people who advocate the legal use of marijuana if they want to ride in a plane or a car or something
where the person operating it has been smoking pot."
Junior Mike Sag has mixed beliefs on the issue but does
agree with MacNutt on the question of driving while high.
"I used to think making pot legal was the greatest idea in
the world," he recalls. "Until my freshman year roommate
said, 'Can you just imagine if everyone that smoked cigarettes smoked pot instead, and everyone you saw on the
road with a cigarette was really smoking a joint? Then
you'd have 60 million high people driving around on the
road.'"
MacNutt is skeptical of the true motives of those who
want to legalize marijuana, '^-think people are being disingenuous about the intended use of legal marijuana. I
doubt they want it legalized just for those that are terminally ill. More likely, they want it for their own recreational use."
Other concerns about the legalization of marijuana deal
more specifically with the personal hazards to the smoker.
As Meadows says, "It's a gateway drug." The idea of a
"gateway" drug is that after a person has become used to
the high they get from marijuana, they desire a more
potent effect and go on to try stronger and more dangerous drugs.
However, there are those who argue with that theory.
JMU senior Wendy Bohon believes that if the government
classifies marijuana as a gateway drug, then other substances such as alcohol and cigarettes should fall in that
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No.
3
4
10
15
20
21
22
25
32
40
42
55

^

No.

Name

MEN'S
Pos. a.

m.

Wt.

Hometown

Ned Helton
Marvin.Zaandam
Dwayne Braxton
Eddie McNamara
Jamar Perry
Chatney Howard
Eugene Atkinson
James Pelham
Kevan Johnson
Fred Boyd
Lamont Boozer
Rob Strickland

G
F
G
G
G
G
G
G
F
F
F-C
C

5-11
6S
6-3
66
64
64
65
6-1
6-6
6-7
6-10
6-10

160
200
170
180
190
190
195
180
195
250
230
285

Jersey City, NJ
Lelystad, Neth.
Dillwyn, Va.
Great Falls, Va.
Pleasantville, NJ
Davidsonville, Md
Newark, NJ
Hopewell, NJ
Preston, Md.
Lubbock, Texas
Rcxk Hill, S.C.
Pleasantville, NJ

Name
Kish Jordan
Kia Cole
Mistiza Colebank
Shirlence Archer
Mandy White
Nyesha Basey
Becky Wolleaberg
Mary Ashley
Akosua Demann
Rose Fox
Sonya Nichols
Stacey Todd
Hope Cook
Manika Herring
Angela Madeira

Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
fir.
Jr
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.

WOMEN'S
Pos. a.
m.
G-F
G
G
G-F
G
G
G
F
C
G
F
C
G
F
F-C

Jr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr. •
Jr.
Jr.
r-So
r-So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

5-9
5-7
5-9
5-9
5-9
5-6
59
6-0
6-2
5-8
6-0
6-2
60
5-11
61

Men's Schedule

Hometown
Harrisonburg, Va.
Reston, Va.
Virginia Beach. Va.
Sandersville, Ga.
Columbus, Ohio
Maninsburg, W.Va.
Annandale, Va.
Charlotiesville, Va.
San Rafael, Calif.
Janesville, Wis.
Chicago
Englewood, Colo.
Gladys, Va.
Bethel Park, Pa.
Mohrsville, Pa.

DATii
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Dec. 3
Dec. 13
Dec. 16
Dec. 20
Dec. 23
Dec. 28

Dec. 30
Jan. 3
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan. 2<i
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 2
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. U
Feb. 16
Feb. 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 25March 1

Women's Schedule

OPPONENT
TJME DATE OPPONENT
TIME
North Carolina A&T 7:30 p.m. Nov. 19 Delaware
7:30 p.m.
Washington
6 p.m. Nov. 23 Vanderbilt
2 p.m.
Morgan State
7:30 p.m. Nov. 28 Dead River Company Classic
Duquesne
2 p.m.
Wisconsin vs. SW Louisiana 5 p.m.
Mississippi State
7:30 p.m.
JMU vs. Maine
7 p.m.
Towson
4:30 p.m. Nov. 29 Consolation Game
5 p.m.
Butter
7 p.m.
Championship Game
7 p.m.
Fiesta Bowl Classic
Dec. 2 * Mount St. Mary's
7:30 p.m.
Kansas State vs. Davidson 7:15 p.m. Dec. 5 Radford
7 p.m.
JMU vs. Arizona
9:30 p.m. Dec. 14 Robert Morris
2 p.m.
Consolation Game
7:15 p.m. Dec. 17 Wake Forest
7:30 p.m.
Championship Game 9:30 p.m. Dec. 21 Virginia Tech
2 p.m.
Richmond*
7.-30 p.m. Dec. 28 Pacific
2 p.m.
East Carolina'
7:30 p.m. Jan. 2
VCir
7 p.m.
Old Dominion'
7:30 p.m. Jan. 6
American*
7:30 p.m
Norfolk State
7:30 p.m. Jan. 9
UN,C Wilmington*
7:30 p.m
William & Mary*
7:30 p.m. Jan. 11 William & Mary*
6 p.m.
UNC Wilmington*
7:30 p.m. Jan. ]6 Old Dominion
730 p.m.
American*
7:30 p.m. Jan. 18 George Mason*
2 p.m.
George Mason*
7:30 p.m. Jan. 23 East Carolina*
7:30 p.m.
VCU'
7:30 p.m. Jan. 25 Richmond*
2 p.m.
Richmond'
7:30 p.m. Jan. 30 Old Dominion*
7:35 p.m.
UNC Wilmington*
7:30 p.m. Feb. 1 VCU*
2 p.m.
Old Dominion*
7:30 p.m. Feb. 6 William & Mary*
7:30 p.m.
William & Mary*
7:30 p m Feb. 10 Richmond*
7:30 p.m.
VCU'
7:30 p.m. Feb. 13 UNC Wilmington*
7:30 p.m.
East Carolina*
7 p.m. Feb. 15 Fast Carolina*
2 p.m
American4
2 p.m. Feb. 20 American*
7 p.m.
George Mason'
7:30 p.m. Feb. 22 George Mason*
2 p.m.
CAA Tournament
TBA Feb. 25- CAA Tournament
TBA
March 1

' Colonial Athletic Association Game
Times are Eastern Standard 'lime

* Colonial Athletic Association Game
Times .ire Kastcrn Standard Time

"The times they are a changin'"
— Bob Dylan

Dylan was talking about politics
and culture, of course. But 30
years later, his timeless anthem
is an appropriate theme for the 1997-'98
JMU men's and women's basketball
teams.
Countless changes have taken place
within the cavernous walls of the
Convocation Center since last March.
Some have been enormous, some have
been bantam. But each change has had
an effect on both basketball teams. The
Convo is ostensibly a brand new place
this year.
"Everything is different, from the
locker room to the coaches," senior
guard Nyesha Basey said. "The changes
seem energetic and motivational."
Basey's on the money as there have
been changes literally from top to bottom. And with that, one word seems to
reoccur continuously: new. Two new
head coaches are prowling around the
Convo this year: men's head coach
Sherman Dillard and women's head
coach Bud Childers. New coaching
staffs joined the two head coaches. Each
team welcomed new recruits this season. Both teams have new uniforms,
warm-ups and shoes. The locker rooms
were renovated, and the Convo floor
was repainted.
Anything else?
"A new style of play," Childers said.
Oh yeah, that's right. Almost forgot
about the old game itself in all the
excitement. But here's the trick: All of
these cosmetic changes actually do have
something to do with the actual game.
The changes mark a radical and
complete departure from the Lefty
Driesell-Shelia Moorman years. This
will be the first season since the Convo
opened 15 years ago that Moorman or
Driesell won't be patrolling the side-

lines. But the last few seasons were stagnant for both teams. The last time the
women took first place in the CAA regular season was 1989; 1991 was the last
time for the men. Change is sometimes
in order as time marches on because
often it steamrolls pedestrian basketball
coaches.
Late last winter, both programs were
caught hibernating with the bears, but
the hirings of two fresh head coaches
woke up the sleepy Dukes.
Grabbing players' attention for any
first year coach is exceptionally important. It makes the transition from one
coach to another less painful Because 11
out of Dillard's 15 players are holdovers
from the Lefty years, coming in as a
new coach could have been less than
pleasant. But this doesn't seem to be an
issue at all. "I can sense that our players
have bought into what we're trying to
do with enthusiasm," Dillard said.
Sophomore center Rob Strickland
said, "I'm glad it all happened — we
needed a change."
On the women's side, Childers has
nearly an equal balance to new and
returning players: eight veterans and six
new faces. But in the team's eyes, they
are equal —14 rookies.
"What you get when you change
coaches is 14 newcomers basically,"
Childers said. "Everyone wants to do
their best to impress a new coach with a
new system. Everyone's trying to maximize their bpportunity. The old opinion
of people gets washed out, and players
get to start new."
•
Basey said, "It's like having a whole
new team. [ChildersJ really applies our
strengths to what he does. Everybody
has an opportunity to showcase what
they can do, and it's a more team-oriented system where everybody can be
involved."
Childers said, "One of the things in
life goes that anytime something

changes, it revitalizes everyone
involved.' Change is good for me. It's
revitalized me as a coach and the reciprocal spin as far as my players go —
they recommit and take a different
approach. [The changes] effect everyone."
Changing coaches is one thing. But
in a place as large as the Convo,
unwanted reminders of winters past
hang around like fungus. Transforming
the appearance of the teams and their
home court is a way to make a clean
break.
"It's important to make changes —
but not for the sake of making changes,"
Dillard said. "The new floor is basically
our trademark that says a new era of
basketball is here."
Childers said, "All coaches want to
have their own mark, our own stamp on
things. We want to bring in our own
style."
Strickland and Basey both like the
cosmetic changes. "It's like if you lose a
lot of weight and you want to go with a
new look," Basey said. "Besides, seeing
the changes just lets us know that we
have something to look forward to
everyday."
The biggest cosmetic change of all is
the floor. The floor is refinished each
August, but the last time it was painted
was 1988 — Lefty's first season. It was
repainted this summer. An image of
Duke Dog now sits at the center of the
hardwood and he couldn't be happier.
"I encourage [putting me there],"
Duke Dog said. "I'm always one for
selfish self-promotion. You can't argue
with such a good-looking dog on the
floor. Besides there's the intimidation
factor. I beat Sherman Dillard one-onone; teams will be scared to see me out
there."

JMU President Ronald Carrier happens to be a fan of the new floor. "When
I first saw the [picture of Duke Dog on
the] floor, it certainly made me turn my
head. It is big, but I like it."
Apparently the contest to be featured
on the floor was close between man and
dog. "Uncle Ron was going to go on
there," Duke Dog woofed. "But he said
I'm better looking, so they put me on
there instead."
Carrier said, "I think Duke Dog is
right. Duke Dog has a lot more attractive features for the students. If they
made me that large, it would be overwhelming."
Despite the changes to the Convo,
the teams will still be playing in front of
the same audience who did not always
turn out for home games last year.
"My plea to fans — students and faculty — is that you take a proactive
stance," Dillard said. "Hopefully you
can create a homecourt advantage,
which will create a positive cycle. The
' more fans we have, the more confidence
we will have to win, the more we will
win. Step up and make a commitment
to us.
"I think obviously I'm excited about
being back here and hope the cosmetic
changes will help the situation and be
exciting for the fans," he said.
Some fans are ready to commit to the
new Dukes. Sophomore Elizabeth
Edwards said, "There seems to be a lot
more enthusiasm around. It makes me
want to come to games."
In light of all the changes, one important ingredient remained the same but
almost went overlooked.
"The coaching staff is totally different, but the attitude is the same,"
Strickland said. "We play to win. It
doesn't matter who the coach is."
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It's the stuff dreams are made
of. No, it's the stuff movies
are made of. Small town boy
plays Division I college basketball for a little, but growing university. Small town boy moves
on to coach under coaching
greats like "Lefty" Driesell and
Bobby Cremins. Small town
boy gets first head coaching job,
rebuilds midwestern program.
Smalltown boy returns to his
college — now much bigger
and more respected — to lead
that program into the 21st century.
That small town boy is JMU
head basketball coach Sherman
Dillard.
It all began on a homemade
basketball court in Bassett. With
no formal recreation center in
town, Dillard and his brothers
would shoot for hours on a rickety hoop. Hours turned into
days and eventually into years
as Dillard made his way up the
basketball ranks.
But it wasn't always an easy
ride.
"I was cut from my eighthgrade team," Dillard said. "I
was cut from my ninth-grade
team." It wasn't until Dillard
met Ernie Nestor, his high
school coach, that
things began to
turn around.
"[Nestor] was
one of the most
influential people
in my life," Dillard
said. "He gave me
an opportunity to
play, and I basically had a pretty
decent high school earner."
Decent would be an understatement as he earned a full
scholarship to JMU in 1973. He
was the first of his family to
attend college. Playing under
coach Lou Campanelli, Dillard
led the Dukes to two NCAA
appearances and compiled a 7529 record in four years as a o f
Duke. He ranks second on the his
best
school's all-time scoring list.
Not bad for a guy who had memories
were made around
a "decent" high school career.
"I had goals in my mind," he campus. In particular, Dillard
said. "I had certain goals I recalls his friendship with
wanted to achieve, and I "Buddy" Mills, a teammate and
thought I could accomplish life-long friend.
them at JMU."
"[Mills] was one year ahead
Aside from his goals for the of me and active in the recruitbasketball court, Dillard had ing process," Dillard said. "We
high expectations in the class- developed a strong relationship
room.
because of that situation. He
"I had decent grades in high was my mentor."
school, and coming from a
Mills passed away while
small town, I didn't know if I coaching at George Washington
could compete in the class Carver High School.
room," he said.
"Not a day goes by when I
Looking back, Dillard rose walk around campus that I
above the competition graduat- don't think of the good times
ing magna cum laude with a we had," Dillard said.
degree in health and physical
The good times continued
education. He was also a three- after graduation when Dillard
time Academic Ail-American.
was drafted in the sixth round
Even with his wealth of of the NBA Draft by the Indiana
superlatives from the court and Pacers. However, the good
classroom, Dillard admits some rimes temporarily turned sour

CAREER
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Sherman Douglas
Dillard
born Sept. 1,1955

1973-78
Led JMU in scoring each of
his four college seasons. Had a
career scoring average of 20.7
points per game, the best mark
in JMU history for a four-year
player. Is second on the team's
all-time scoring list with 2,065
points.
Was a member of two
NCAA teams, and JMU compiled an overall record of 75-29
in his four seasons with the
team.

1978
Graduated magna cum
laude from JMU with a bachelor's degree in health and physical education. Was a sixthround draft choice of the
Indiana Pacers.

mak
ing
a

1978-'79
Served as assistant coach at
Lurel Park High School

1979-'85
Served as an assistant under
"Lefty" Driesell at the
University of Maryland. Made
five NCAA Tournament
appearances.

1985-'88
when
Dillard was cut from
the Pacers.
It wasn't until a he
got a break from one of
the legendary coaches
of college basketball
that his life was back on track.
"Lefty [Driesell] gave me a
chance to coach, and I really
thank him for that," Dillard
said. Driesell, then the head
coach at the University of
Maryland, hired Dillard as an
assistant in 1979.
Dillard went to coach under
Lou Campanelli at the
University of California and
Bobby Cremins at Georgia Tech
University. To say he's worked
under some impressive individuals would simply be stating
the obvious.
So, that brings us to the present. After a three-year stint as

Served as an assistant under
Lou Campanelli at the
University of California. Made
two National Invitational
Tournament appearances.

the head coach at Indiana State
University, Dillard returns to
his alma mater, James Madison
University, to lead a talented
program in which he once
starred. He returns to campus
not as a student nor as a parent
— Dillard is an employee and
an alum.
It's funny how life can throw
a good curve ball. For most people, it serves as a guide, simply
taking you from place to place.
For Sherman Dillard, it has
brought him home.
story by Seth Burton and
Steven M. Trout
photo by Dylan Boucherle

1988-'94
Served as an assistant coach
under Bobby Cremins at
Georgia Tech University. Made
a trip to the Final Four in 1990.

1994-'97
Served as head coach at
Indiana State University. Had a
three-year record of 29-52.

1997
Hired as JMU's head coach
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With four returning starters and a wealth of young talent at his realm,
Dillard finds himself in a unique situation for a new coach

There were misty eyes and disconsolate faces
along the JMU bench moments after Old
Dominion University eked out an overtime victory over the Dukes in the CAA Tournament Final
last March.
But as the Dukes prepare for the 1997-'98 season,
those tears have turned into a steely-eyed glint as JMU
has their sights set on returning to the title game, and
this time, finishing the job.
"The talent is there," men's assistant coach Chris
Theobold said. "We have a lot of work to do."
Four starters return from last year's team. The
Dukes projected CAA Player of the Year, Chatney
Howard, hopes to lead the Dukes to the NCAA
Tournament, a place they have not been since 1994.
The Dukes have experience in that department,
however, as new coach Sherman Dillard was an integral part of two NCAA Tournament teams during his
days as a player at JMU from 1974-78.
"I am excited about the possibilities we have as a
team," Dillard said.
Dillard brings an attacking style of play which
highlights the slashing drives of senior forward
Howard and junior Eugene Atkinson.
Senior Lamont Boozer said, "His style of play
is totally different from last year, and that's something we're only going to benefit from."
Atkinson, a three year starter, was named to
the CAA Tournament team in the Dukes remarkable run to the championship game last season.
While junior point guard Ned Felton is back to
run Dillard's up-tempo offense, and senior center
Lamont Boozer holds down the middle, the
Dukes are without forward Mate Milisa, who did
not rejoin the team.
"There was a chance he would have started
for us," Dillard said. "But he had a situation
where it was best for him to stay home [in
Croatia]."

With the loss of Milisa, Boozer and
sophomore Rob Strickland will be
forced to step up the low-post game.
However, both Strickland and
Howard are curently sidelined with a
sprained ankle.
In two preseason games, Boozer has
been impressive, nearly doubling his
average amount of shots.
"It's a good sign that he is looking to
score that much," Dillard said.
Fans should expect to see a fast,
pressing defense which should play
right into the strengths of Felton,
Atkinson and sophomore guard Jamar
Perry.
Perry has been the surprise of the
preseason, raising the level of his game
offensively and shouldering much of
the scoring burden.
"It's been encouraging to see him
shoot the ball that well," Dillard said
about Perry.
Junior forward Fred Boyd and
junior Kevan Johnson will see time in
the front court, supplying a wealth of
fresh legs for Dillard to throw at
opposing teams in his trapping defensive schemes.
"We're going to press a lot more,"
Dillard said. "We're going to use multiple defenses."
Freshman Dwayne Braxton may be
asked to contribute immediately, especially if nagging injuries continue to
plague the Dukes throughout the
beginning of their schedule.
Braxton went for 10 points and six minutes in the
Dukes' first scrimmage.
"Dwayne can give us that threat from the outside,"
Dillard said.
Two walk-ons join the team this season, and could
provide the Dukes a deep threat if needed. Riley
Trone, who transfered from George Mason University
where he fired up threes for Paul Westhead's run-andgun offense, has proven that
he can sink the trey.
Freshman Mark DiCicco,
who played at Madison
High School in Vienna last
season adds another body to
the practice squad.
Seventy two percent of
the Dukes' points return
from last season, and under
Dillards high-paced offense,
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JMU should not have any trouble lighting up the
scoreboard.
The key to the Dukes offense is Howard, of course,
but when opposing defenses key on the 16.3 ppg scorer, Felton and Atkinson are more then capable of picking up the slack. Atkinson, Felton and Boozer have
started together for all but several of JMU's last 40
games.
"Ned just keeps getting better each and every
day," Dillard said. "He's making the smart decision at
the end of those breaks."
The Dukes are hoping junior guard James Pelham
will be able to contribute
this season. Pelham missed
all of last season due to
knee surgery and is still
undergoing rehabilitation.
When he gets back, there
will be a log-jam at the
guard position, with a host
of speedy, athletic guards
chomping at the bit to fit
into Dillards' frenzied
offense.
The fast break will be a
key element for JMU as
they will be looking to run
past conference opponenents and into the NCAA's.

story by
Seth Burton
clockwise from upper left:
Junior Fred Boyd elevates
for a jump shot;
sophomore Jamar Perry
goes up for two points;
senior Chatney Howard
shows off perfect
shooting form; junior Ned
Felton shuts down the
opposition at mid-court
Photos bv Dylan Boucherle
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said. "You were playing in front of fans that
were very knowledgeable. You would hear
the old guys saying 'well, I remember in '57
when we beat so-and-so . . . Those are the
kinds of memories I have of basketball
there."
Ask Childers what memories stick out and
he is ready with a newstory. He recalled the
time his North Judson squad fell to South
Bend St. Joe's.
"They beat us by about 15 points," he said.
"The next day, the coach made us run about
35 suicides on Thanksgiving Day. It was
tough back then, but it was fun playing in
that environment."
From player to coach
To put it simply, Childers took a roundabout way to a career in coaching basketball.
Upon graduating from Charleston Southern
University in 1979, Childers first resisted the
idea of coaching. He had played both basketball and baseball in college and his real
ambition was to play major league baseball.
"I bounced around after my senior year
from tryout camp to tryout camp, major
league city to major league city," he said. "I
was a catcher and a shortstop. I was fast yet
had a pretty good arm."
But because of an experimental surgery
after a 1978 knee injury, no teams wanted to
take a chance.
Too bad for baseball, a blessing in disguise
for the basketball world.
So, with baseball out of the question, there
was only one thing to do.
/
"I worked for a year in business and
decided basketball was something I really
wanted to get back into and started coaching," Childers said. "That's why I coach."

story by Steven M.
Visit Curly's Barber Shop near Knox, Ind., and you'll be surprised at
what you see — it ain't no ordinary barber shop. You see, Curly's
serves as the hub of all local basketball. Players, coaches and fans —
they all know about Curly's.
Take a look at the shop's walls, and it all becomes clear. For nearly
40 years, Curly has decorated his "office" with pictures of every local
basketball team since he's been a barber.
Take a closer look and you'll find a squad from North Judson High
School from the early 70s featuring, none other than, Bud Childers.
"Curly's been the barber there since I was three or four years old,"
Childers said. "I still go back once a year, and I always try and find [my
picture]. IPs still there on the wall."
It sounds like a Hollywood script: small farm boy returns home
every year after making it big. Ironically, however, that is Childers' life.
Indiana memories
When most people think of Indiana basketball, they think of
"Hoosiers" or Larry Bird. Although Childers wasn't in any movie, and
he never played for the Celtics, he does share characteristics with both.
Like in the movie, he started playing basketball on a tire rim of a
nailed up on a post in his back yard.
"I got my first real basket on a dirt court when I was about seven or
eight years old," Childers said, "and basketball's been a big part of my
life ever since."
Growing up in Indiana, how could it not be?Indiana basketball is a
phenomenon. Entire towns will attend games. Entire towns shut down
when the home team is in action. It's truly a wonder.
"Every game was a packed house in Indiana," Childers said. "You
never played in front of a sparse crowd. 'Last one in the town, rum the
lights out — we're going to the next town to play basketball.'
"It seemed like every game was the biggest game of the year," he

From Louisville to Harrisonburg
Childers left a Big-12 program where he
won Coach of the Year honors and the
hearts of thousands of fans to come to JMU.
The natural question is "Why?"
But it's not that easy. According to
Childers, there were some problems. "[The
University of] Louisville was tremendous as far as
reputation in basketball — men's basketball. Every
day of the year was men's basketball, men's basketball, men's basketball. On the women's side, we
Trout weren't treated in the same vain. We were kind of
the supplement program."
It was that mentality that drove Childers elsewhere. He said there was always something missing at Louisville. Not only was the support not completely
there, the school, itself lacked something.
Louisville wasn't a traditional school. A vast minority of
the students live on campus and most students have a fulltime job in addition to their class load, he said.
"While [the lack of support] continued, [my family and I]
were also experiencing some doubts about whether or not
we wanted to live in an urban setting like we were,"
Childers said. "It was very difficult to have a traditional college environment."
The rest, they say, is history. After he was contacted by
JMU, he came to visit the campus and fell in love with what
he saw.
"It was almost like this was meant to happen," he said.

CAREER
HIQHLIGHTS
Bud Childers
born March 18,1956

1974-'75
Played basketball and baseball
at Mississippi State University

1976-'78
Played basketball and baseball
at Cumberland Junior College

1978-'79
Played basketball and baseball
at
Charleston
Southern
University.

1981-'83
Served as head coach. at
Cumberland Junior College.
Compiled a 49-10 record and was
NJCAA runner-up in 1983.

1983-'84
Served as head coach at the
University of Montevallo.
Compiled at 15-13.

1984-'89
Served as head coach at
Murray State University.
Compiled a 82-63 record and
made a trip to the National
Women's
Invitational
Tournament

1989-'97

Served as head coach of the
University
of
Louisville.
Compiled a 152-88 record. Made
three trips to the NCAA
Tournament. Tied for the regularseason title in he Conference USA
Coaching philosophy
(1997).
Every coach has a philosophy, an individual approach he
Was named 1997 Conference
or she takes to the game. Childers is no different.
USA Coach of the Year.
"It's not really a job," Childers said. "I always tell people,
coaching to me is never a job. In the 18 years I've been a
head coach, there's never been one day that I haven't wanted
to get to the office or get to the gym. Even some of the most
down moments in this business — when you lose a tough
game or whatever — it's never been a situation where I've
regretted getting to work.
Hired as head coach of the
"I'm usually the first person in the office in the morning JMU women's team.
and the last one to leave," he said. "To me, it's not a job. It's
my life."
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Dukes hope change means success
Will a new coach, a new system and a horde of new players translate
into prestige and prominence for the women's basketball team?
story by Steven M. Trout
photos by Dylan Boucherle and Melissa Palladino
What do the women's basketball
team at JMU and the Chicago Bulls have
in common? At first glance, most people
would say — besides both teams playing
basketball — absolutely nothing. Take a
closer look, however, and you'll see
some glaring similarities.
First and foremost, they both ran the
triangle offense, a strategy revolving
around a constantly-mobile three-person

set

"The triangle offense is probably the
most difficult offense to run," women's
head coach Bud Childers said. "That's
why only five or six [other coaches] out
there are trying it."
The natural response, then, is two
fold. First, if it's so hard, why run it?
And, secondly, what can the fans expect
to see?
According to Childers, the answer to
the first question lies in the personnel.
"I've always believed you have to try to
do the best with what you've got," he
said. "Don't try and make players do
what they aren't capable of doing. Put
them in situations where they can utilize
their talents."
And that's the, goal of this strategy —
take what you have and build your system around it. The Bulls did that with
Michael Jordan and it translated into five
world championships in seven years.
The Dukes, however, don't have
Michael Jordan. Can this system produce
the same relative success for the players
in purple and gold?

"Obviously, we don't have
a veteran experienced scorer,
but we're trying to develop
someone like that in practice,"
Childers said. "I think we've
got some players here that can
do some nice things in our system."
Secondly, as fans, what can
we expect from this new system?
"Our normal style of play
over the years has been a very
aggressive, defensive style,"
Childers said. "[We'll run] a
varied offensive style where
we balance between a strong
inside game and a good repertoire of three-point opportunities."
The stage is set, then, for the
1997-'98 season. It's now time
to bring in the actors. For coach
Childers only one word can
describe his players: young. Of
the 15 roster members, six are
juniors, three are sophomores
and five are freshmen. The lone
senior on the squad is Nyesha
Basey.
"We have 15 people on the
roster," Childers said, "and to
me they're all freshman."
With such a young team
playing under a brand new system the the conference, but that doesn't mean
Dukes could be in for the long haul in the much to the players.
"It's our job to prove them wrong,"
CAA. They're picked to finish sixth in
junior guard-forward Kish Jordan said.
"I'm pretty sure we're going to shock a
lot of people because they think we
haven't adjusted to the new coach. We
know we'll be in the top two or three [in
the CAA]."
As for the team's strength, Childers
said he believes the "freshness" of his
new system will, allow for some great
strategy.
"The strength of this team is we're
going to be able to throw a lot of people
at you that are similar," Childers said.
"The fans will see us use the bench quite
a bit.
"I've never been a coach that believed
in starters and subs. I believe there are
players that begin the game, players that
get you through the middle of the game,
and you got people that get you through
the end of the game."
So, all that's left is the season, itself.
What will the coming months bring?
No one is quite sure, but there seems
to be one overwhelming sentiment
among the participants.
All of the players are in this together.
They know what lies ahead and they
know what's expected of them.
Sure, there are a lot of questions surrounding such a new system, but these
players have some answers up their
sleeve.
"This team has a lot of heart," freshman Kia Cole said. "We'll surprise a lot
of people."

Clockwise from top : Junior Hope
Cook looks to pass against a trap.
Cook averaged 9.7 points per
game last season.; sophomore
Misty Colebank attacks against
tough defensive pressure.
Colebank dished off for 61 assists
in 1996-'97.; junior Kish Jordan
rushes up-court with the ball.

Athletic A
1. James Madison University
lW6-'97: 16-13 overall, 8-8 CAA — 5th
Outlook: Sure, the Dukes fired one of the winningest
coaches in NCAA history when they let go of Lefty Driesell,
but the Dukes return four starters from a team that was only
seconds away from a CAA championship last season. New
coach Sherman Dillard inherits the pre-season CAA Pljiyer
of the Year Chatney Howard, and the ultra-quick backcourt
of Ned Felton and Eugene Atkinson. For the Dukes to hold
off the rest of the field, they will need senior Lamont
Boozer to improve on his 9.8 points per game. Look for
sophomore guard Jamar Perry to have a break-out season
and help JMU offensively. If Rob Strickland can provide
rebounding help, watch out for the Dukes.
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6. University of Richmond
1906-'97: 13-15 overall, 7-9CAA—; 7th
Outlook: John Beilein takes over a team that returns four|
starters, plus the 1996 CAA Rookie of the Year in
Marseilles Brown. With a frontcourt including the CAA's
leading rebounder in Eric Poole and leading reluming scorer
Jarod Stevenson, don't be surprised if the Spiders vault into
the upper echloen of the CAA. Brown end tenior Carlos
Cueto will batde for the point guard position, while senior
Daryl Oliver and junior Jonathan Baker will vie for time at
the two spot. The Spiders face dne of the most difficult
schedules in the CAA, as they match-up against UVa, Wake
Forest and North Carolina. Look for their harrowing earlyseason schedule to make the Spiders tough in February.

2. Old Dominion University
1996-'97: 22-11 overall, 10-6 CAA — 1st
Outlook: The Monarchs return four starters from last
season's CAA Championship team, but ODU will be hurt
more by the one player they won't have, last season's CAA
Player of the Year Odell Hodge. The Monarch > are led by
senior Brion Dunlop, perhaps the best point guard in the
conference. With Hodge out of the mix, Dunlop will have to
score more to add to his 5.7 assits per game. The Monarchs
biggest question mark is their bench, as fourth year coach
Jeff Capel will turn to JUCO transfer Curtis Pass and
freshman Michael Williams. Mark Poag and Mike Byers
are the Monarchs' returning leading scorers with 11.5 points
per game. If the Dukes falter, ODU will be waiting to step up.

7.The College of William & Mary
1996-'97: 12-16 overall. 8-8 CAA— 6th
Outlook: After getting off to a 4-10 start last season, the
Tribe rallied to finish 12-16 and made a strong showing in
the CAA Tournament. Three suiters from last seasons team
return, including pre-season All-CAA guard Randy Bracy.
Bracy^averaged 22.3 points over the last six games of the
season and will be expected to lead (he Tribe in scoring once
again. Senior Terence Jennings, who averaged 10.8 points
per game last season, joins Bracy in the backcourt. Senior
David Grabuloff and junior Jermaine Harmon will anchor
the W&M front court. Harmon snagged almost five rebounds
a game in limited action last season. When Bracy is on from
long-range, the Tribe can beat anyone in the CAA.

3. UNC Wilmington
1996-'97: 16-14 overall, 10-6 CAA— 2nd
Outlook: CAA Coach of the Year Jerry Wainwright
should be looking forward to this season. After playing
tough in the CAA Tournament, the back-court of junior Stan
Simmons and senior Mark Byington will look to propel the
Seahawks to new heights. Simmons is the teams returning
leading scorer, but he will need to improve upon his 11.8
points per game for UNCW to take home CAA honors
Senior Keith Spencer and junior Oleg Kojenets give the
Seahawks a solid frontcourt to anchor a team that will
feature an athletic, attacking defense. If the ball bounces the
right way in this tight conference race, it would be no
surprise for the Seahawks to wind up on top.

8. American University
I996-'97: 11-16 overall, 7-9 CAA — 8th
Outlook: Sure, we have the Eagles pegged for another
eighth place finish, but believe us when we saw American is
dangerous. Senior Nathan Smith is lethal from behind the
three-point line, as he is AU's all-time leading three-point
shooter and among the best in the nation. If junior Matt
Brown can recover the form that made him the 1994 CAA
Rookie of the Year, the Eagles will give a lot of teams
headaches. Jarion Childs, selected to the CAA All-Rookie
Team last season, will be pressed hard by sophomore
transfer Ossie Jones. The 6-5 Jones will create a match-up
nightmare for some teams at the point. New coach Art Perry
will try to help the Eagles soar with the rest of the CAA.

4. Virginia Commonwealth University
1996-'97: 14-13 overall, 9-7 CAA —4th
Outlook: Sonny Smith brings one of the most highly ranked
recruiting classes in the country to Richmond. Injuries
plague the Rams backcourt, as freshman LaMar Taylor will
not see action until January and freshman Scott Lilly injured
his knee in pre-season practice. Freshman Hunter Hoggatt
may be forced into action with senior Mclvin Drake, who
started all 11 games last season for the Rams. If freshman
and JUCO transfers Bootsy Thornton and Major Carmon
step up, the Rams will make a lot of noise in the CAA. Smith
has two starters returning in senior Torrance Archie and
sophomore all-rookie pick Simon Moore. 6-9 senior Mylo
Brooks fills in at the pivot with the explosive Brian William.s

9. George Mason University
1996-'97: 10-17 overall, 4-12 CAA —9th
Outlook: The Patriots have a new coach, almost all new
players, and hopefully for them, a new attitude. Only junior
Nik Mirich has been at GMl for more thaw two seasons.
Coach Jim Larranaga is running the show now and will
have senior Avery Carey to lake most of the Patriots big
shots. The Patriots leading scorer from last season,
Demetrius Somerville needs IO recover from an off-season
leg injury if the Patriots are io be competitive. All-rookie
pick Ahmad Dorsett will necJ to step up in the backcourt
for GMU to end their streak 01 six straight first round CAA
Tournament losses. Owners of >>ne of the nicest arenas in the
league, don't look for GMU to decorate it with banners soon.

5. East Carolina University
1996-'97: 17-10 overall, 9-7 CAA — 3rd
Outlook: With a double-overtime shocker, the Dukes put an
end to the Pirates best CAA season in school history last
year. The Pirates return only two starters from last years'
team, but they' are supplemented by a heralded freshman
class Seniors Tony Parham and Othello Meadows lead
what may be the strongest backcourt in the league. Meadows
is a career 42.9 shooter from behind the three-point stripe,
while senior Raphael Edwards, the team's leading scorer
with 13.2 points per game, returns. 290-pound Dink Peters
takes up a lot of space under the boards, hut it is his 8.7
points per game and 5.6 rebounds that makes him valuable,
Barring injuries, this could be a break-out year for ECU.

Br*eeze Preseason. Honor Roil
First Team All-CAA
Center: Eric Poole, UR
Forward: Torrance Archer, VCU
Forward: Chatney Howard, JMU
Guard: Randy Bracy, W&M
(iuard: Brion Dunlap, ODU

Second Team All-CAA
Center: Lamont Boozer, JMU
Forward: Dink Peters, ECU
Forward: Eugene Atkinson, JMU
Guard: Nathan Smith, AU
Guard: Othello Meadows, ECU

<>

Men's and Women's predictions by Seth Burton

Player of the Year: Chatney Howard, JMU
Coach of the Year: John Beilein, UR
Newcomer of the Year: Rick Houston, UR

issociation Preview
1. Old Dbminfon University
"
19%-'97: 34-2 overall, 16-0 CAA-^ 1st
Outlook: The Monarchs crushed the CAA field last season
in advancing to, the NCAA Finals. The Monarchs return
Ticha Penicheiro at the poiat guard position, as<she
dissected opposing defenses with the efficiency of Magic
Johnson last season. Nyree Roberts is back Under the boards
for the Monarchs as she will look to,add to her 8.0 rebounds
and 17.0 points per game. 6^0 junior forward Mery
Andrade provides ODU with yet another powering
prescense in the paint, as teams will have a hard time scoring
against the Monarchs pressure defense and high-powered
offensive attack. Once again, it appears like the rest of the
conference will be playing for second place.

.<
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RICHMOND
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6. University of Richmond
1996-'97: 16-11 overall, 10-6 CAA — 3*d.
Outlook: The Spiders are banking that their high-pressure
attack will lead to them a bit farther into the post-season then
last year's disapointing 76-66 quarterfinal loss to ECU.
Senior forward Jennifer Meade is the Spiders main
offensive threat, averaging 14.4 points, per game and 5.4]
rebounds. Sharp-shooting junior guard Michelle Florin
(I I.I points per game) will insure defenses will not collapse
on Meade, while senior guard C. Detollenaere needs to
improve upon her 9.0 points per game last season for the
Spiders to defeat conference foes. If the freshman and
newcomers are able to blend into the system, the Spiders
could be a handful for opposing teams.

2. American University
1995-'%: 18-9 overall, 11 -5 CAA — 2nd
Outlook: Eagles senior forward Mary Klima must be
frusterated, arguably the best player in the league not on
ODU, Klima averaged 15.5 points per game and 8.8
rebounds last season while leading the Eagles to a second
place league finish. With the parity in the league underneath
the Monarchs, Klima will need to be stellar again if the
Eagles are going to maintain their second place perch.
Getting the ball to Klima will be an experienced backcourt
consisting of juniors Nicole Grant and Kari Haskins.
Hakins averaged 11.9 points and 4.9 rebounds per game last
season and will need to improve oh that for the Eagles to
pick up some wins in their tough out-of-conference schedule.

1996-'97: 7-20 overall, 3-13 CAA — 9th
Outlook: Coach Trina Patterson and her Tribe would like
to forget last season's disapointing ninth place finish. Ten
players return, including three starters to try to correct
things. Junior Julie Sommer leads the way at the point
positon, and she will have quite a few offensive weapons to
dish to. Senior guard Cynthia Kelly has some nice moves on
the offensive end, as she averaged 8.0 points per game last
season. The Tribe's biggest weakness is post play, as they
are on of the shortest teams in the league. Junior guard Katie
Averyt averaged 5.8 points per game last season and 3.2
rebounds, but will depended on to do a lot more. Patterson is
hoping that her teams experience will be worth a few wins.

3. Virginia Commonwealth University
1996-'97: 13-15 overall, 5-11 CAA —7th
Outlook: Virginia Commonwealth returns one of the
deepest and most experienced teams in the CAA. Four
starters return from last year's team that advanced to the
CAA semi-finals. Second year coach David Glass is
confident in his depth to get the Rams through the season.
The Rams will rely on transfer Maria Rasmussen to help
out a front court anchored by 6-6 junior Mona Karlsson.
Senior forward Chevette Waller is back at the forward slot
and ready to improve on her team leading 12.9 points per
game. Meredith Sisson provides a deft shooting touch and
experience at the point guard slot, as she was the team's
second leading scorer with 12.7 points per game last year.

8. George Mason University
1996-'97: 15-12 overall, 8-8 CAA— 5th
Outlook: Coach Jim Lewis is expecting a lot out of his
Patriots this season, and he is hoping senior guard Krista
Jay will be able to deliver. Jay led the Patriots with a 15.0
points per game average, while grabbing 4.1 rebounds.
Kristen Alexander, a sophomore guard who poured in an
average of 14.9 points per game, is eagle-eyed from the
outside. Lewis is counting on 6-0 junior forward Jasmine
Goffe to raise her play to the next level. The Patriots face a
tough early schedule, traveling to Georgetown and hosting
Seton Hall, but if their bench provides the necessary scoring
punch, the Patriots could give the league trouble and prove
the progniscators, (me, for one) wrong.

4. James Madison University
1996-'97: 19-9 overall, 9-7 CAA— 4th
Outlook: New coach Bud Childers inherits a young team,
but one that is athletic and will play an exciting up-beat
style, not to mention shoot the three. It may take a while for
the Dukes to become adjusted to Childers triangle offense,
but one they do, they could do some damage. Nyesha Basey
is the lone JMU senior and should provide stability in the
backcourt. Look for point guard Misty Colebank to avoid
the sophomore slump and improve upon last season's All
Rookie Team nomination. The Dukes are a bit under-sized
when it comes to height, as 6-2 Akousa Demann and 5-11
Manika Herring will bang down low for rebounds. If the
younger players adjust, the CAA will need to fear the Dukes.

9. UNC Wilmington

5. East Carolina University
1996-'97: 13-16 overall, 6-10 CAA— 6th
Outlook: The Pirates return only one starter from last year's
team that surprised the field and advanced to the CAA
Tournament Final. Coach Anne Donovan will rely on senior
center Jen Cox to provide the hulk of the scoring and
rebounding help. Sophomore guard Misty Home solidifies
the backcourt. as she averaged 5.7 points per game a year
aao. M Shay Hayes can remain healthy and return to her
rebounding form of 1995-'96, Ihe Piraies from line will be
formidable, in this anything goes CAA race, (he Pirates
could be contenders if they get improved scoring and
defensive intensity from their bench, perhaps their biyyesi
area of concern.

7. The College of William & Mary

1996-'97: 11-16overall, 4-12 CAA—8th
Outlook: I he Seahawks were the most improved team in the
league last season, and they will look to improve on that
finish with four starters returning. Unfortunatly, the overall
strentgh of the CAA may leave the Seahawks barely keeping
their heads above water. The Seahawks lose only one
letterwinner from last years squad, with undersized 5-11
center Christy Gambill leading the pack. She brings her 9.0
points per game scoring average to the table, as well as a
tenacious 8.0 rebounds per game. Coach Bernie Flax will
use his bench and count on the Seahawks' extrodinary depth
to wear opponents down. It could be another long season for
Seahawks fans.

Breeze Preseason Honor Roll
First Team All-CAA
Center: Nyree Roberts, ODU
Forward: Jennifer Meade, UR
Forward: Mary Klima, AC
Guard: Patricia Pcnichcirc, ODU
Guard: Krista Jay. GMU

Second Team All-CAA
Center: Jen Cox, ECU
Forward: Mery Andrade, ODU
Forward: Chevette Waller, VCU
Guard: Mistiza Colebank, JMU
Guard: Julie Sommer. W&M

Player of the Year: Patricia Penicheiro, ODU
Coach of the Year: Bud Childers, JMU
Newcomer of the Year: Kia Cole, JMU
'
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by Keith Feigenbaum
contributing writer
What do you get when you
put three jack's and an earl in a
room together? A royal court?
On basketball game nights for
the past 15 years at JMU's
Convocation Center, the
answer has been an outstanding scorer's table crew consisting of Harrisonburg residents
Jack Cavanaugh, jack Hale,
Jack Smith and Earl Shirkey.
Though these four men preside over the Dukes' home
games in a noble manner,
they're not the royal types.
Rather,
these
three
Harrisonburg educators (the
Jacks) and the retired banker
(the Earl) have served as
announcers, scorekeepers and
scoreboard and shot clock operators, respectively, since the
inception of the Convocation
Center in 1982. This "Fab Four"
also renders its services at JMU
football games.
Along the way, individually
and as a group, they have
endured a heart attack, a
change of venue (from Godwin
Gym to the Convocation
Center), and the many stresses
that go hand-in-hand with
Division 1 athletic contests. In
essence, these four remarkably
dedicated men are the "deans"
of JMU basketball, as nary a
point nor a tick of the clock has
eluded the entire group since
the Convocation Center's doors
opened.
Each man has his own
unique story but, first and foremost, Cavanaugh, Smith, Hale
and Shirkey are a team — and
an efficient one, at that — feeding off one another's love of
athletics and the friendship
they've developed, whether
during the heart of a one-point
game or at a post-game gettogether with their families.
"I really care for these
guys," said a sincere Smith,
who works the scorebook.
"We're all friends, and we
work well together. We really
enjoy doing it together, and
we've gotten a certain amount
of recognition among the officials as one of the better (scor-
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er's) tables around. So we take
pride in that, too."
Much like the officials, this
group is at its best when unnoticed. That is, any attention
drawn to them during the
game (with the exception of the
announcer, Cavanaugh) most
likely would result from a crucial error. Consequently, this
group's attention comes after
the games.
"People often stop us and
say, 'Hey, don't you work at
the basketball games?'" Smith
said. Not exactly the stuff stardom is made of, but it's always
nice to be recognized and
appreciated.
Smith, a teacher at
Harrisonburg Middle School,
first delved into the world of
scorekeeping at Harrisonburg
High School nearly 20 years
ago, a year before Cavanaugh
became HHS's announcer.
After a short stint there, he
moved up to JMU, which then
housed a Division II basketball
program.
"I had done some table
work for Harrisonburg High
School," Smith said. "It was
during this time that they
decided to go with a fulltime
crew [at JMU]. And we've
stuck. There's been no turnover
[though Hale didn't join the
crew until 1985 with the inception of the shot clock]."
In addition to the men's basketball and football games —
the group's original realm —
women's basketball games
were added to their duties in
1986.
And these are duties Smith
relishes for their challenge,
excitement and the intense
atmosphere that inherently pervades athletics.
"There's quite a bit of intensity down there on the floor,"
he said. "There's a huge
amount of tension, especially in
a game where you've got a full
house and a close game;
[there's] a lot on the line. Of
course, most of us have been in
sports all of our lives and begin
to thrive in that."
Easy? No way. Enjoyable?
You bet. What better way to
enjoy the camaraderie of sports

and friends than in the haven
of collegiate athletics? Sounds
like a commercial for the
NCAA, but, on the outside at
least, it's a pure scene, and the
"Fab Four" thrives on it.
Hale, the least experienced
member of the group, is in his
11th year as shot clock operator. Like his colleagues, he
works at HHS as a teacher and
coach. Unlike his counterparts,
Hale got his start upon the urging of friends, namely
Cavanaugh, Smith and Shirkey.
"The other guys asked me
about joining, and that was it,"
Hale said.
For Hale, the choice was
academic — there was no better way to stay close to a game
he loves.
"I wanted to stay close to
the game," he said. In return
for his services, he got frontrow seats.
A retired banker, Shirkey is
the only member of the venerable group never employed by
the Harrisonburg School
System, but he became
involved with the high school's
basketball scorer's table in 1946.
Shirkey, like Smith, has
been around as long as JMU
basketball — since 1968. With
the commencement of the program, there was no on-campus
arena. At the time, Shirkey was
in his 22nd year working HHS
games. He was then brought
on to work the JMU games
played in the HHS gym, and
the rest is history.
"I was doing the high school
games," he said. "And that's
how I started doing the men's
games at JMU. In 1972 they
built Godwin [Gym]. In 1982

they built the Convocation
Center/ And I just kept moving
up with them. So I've been
doing the men's games since
about 1968."
Shirkey enjoyed managing
the clock and scoreboard so
much that his afternoon and
evening hobby has become a
51-year hobby. He's endured,
and even accepts, the stress
involved, except for a heart
attack that sidelined him in
1991.
"In 1991 I had a heart
attack," he states matter-of-factly. "When I came out of the
hospital they were talking to
me and they said, 'We don't
want you to drive for a month.'
And I said, 'Why don't you
want me to drive?' And they
said, 'We don't want you to run
into a situation where you
might get too excited or be put
under stress.' I said, 'How
about keepin' score at a college
basketball game?'"
Needless to say, the heart
attack barely sidelined him for
two months.
"It is stressful, but a little bit
of stress in your life I think is
good," he said. "It's when
stress becomes distress that I
think you have a problem."
Judging by the fact that he is
still at all Dukes' home games
and going strong, distress does
not seem to be a problem for
Shirkey.
The most conspicuous
member of the scorer's table
crew is the announcer,
Cavanaugh — "the Golden
Throat," according to Smith.
Cavanaugh is a one-time
teacher and principal at HHS.
Currently, he is Supervisor of

Student Services and Special
Programs for the school system. He got his start as a public
address announcer for HHS
and JMU football games.
Save for a brief hiatus to
spend more time with his family, Cavanaugh, too, has been at
the microphone for the duration of the basketball program.
"I love sports in general," he
said. "I really enjoy all sports
and [announcing] gives me an
opportunity to watch young
people develop. It's really a lot
of fun for me."
According to Cavanaugh,
his main goal as an announcer
is to make the fans feel comfortable at the games. He does this
by attempting to "get the fans
involved" during the introductions of the lineups, attempting
to add to the home-court
advantage.
"To have the crowd behind
you, that's the sixth man on the
court," he said. "That's all part
of it."
Essentially, Cavanaugh is
the crowd's informant (he
announces fouls, who scored,
and other general information)
and he is cautious not to exceed
that characterization. Still, he
said laughingly, "I try to be-a
little more enthusiastic when
[JMU] scores a basket."
It's not every day one goes
to a basketball game and
there's more than two teams
present. JMU is unique in that
it puts two great teams in the
arena with every jump ball: the
Dukes and Cavanaugh, Hale,
Smith and Shirkey.
"We're a team and we
couldn't do this if we weren't,"
Cavanaugh said.

Boozer ;*«
leaders
1
Howard" *
Q

As a new season of JMU men's basketball approaches, the captains of the
team want one thing. They did not say
they needed new uniforms or better
team unity.
"Make the Zoo Cage bigger!" senior
captain Lamont Boozer said. "We love
the Zoo Cage . . . and don't charge for
that, just give everybody in it free Tshirts."
His co-captain, senior Chatney
Howard nodded along in agreement.
Although they said the Zoo Cage
adds some much needed excitement to
the audience, their team is already
boosting the energy of play to another
level.
"We are pushing up-tempo basketball," head coach Sherman Dillard said.
"It is a trend in the '90s... if you survey
the teams now like [University of]
Kentucky and [University of] Arizona,
this type of play characterizes these
teams."
The type of system Dillard is instituting is a fast-break type of system where
he said athletes feel less restricted to
make a play.
For Boozer and Howard, the oldest
members on the team, this transition
could have been difficult.
Dillard said, "That was also an
assumption that I made, but it was
never a problem. We feel like Chatney
and Lamont have the physical attributes

that will make them flourish in our system."
Not to mention that this quicker
game seems more fun for both players
and fans.
For Boozer and Howard alike, the
season has already proven to be one the
. fans can be excited about.
In the first exhibition game against
Team Champions, Boozer
raked up 12 rebounds and //.

' Boozer said, "Everybody respects
everyone, it isn't just our team. When
someone says something needs to be
done, we've been here long enough to
know to get it done."
Theobald agrees that Boozer and
Howard set the example and because
the team respects them, the team follows.

aKcoTifpS "Both could te great years
C^J^T^ — they'™ worked hard
predicted to be the CAA
during preseason,
Player of the Year.
"Both could have great
worked hard this
years — they've worked
hard during preseason,
summer and in
worked hard this summer
and in practice," assistant
practice."
coach Chris Theobald

said. "Those two guys are
our best players right
now, but other teams are
going to key toward them.
They are going to have to take a different role and create situations for everyone else."
That does not seem too hard for
either Boozer or Howard, who both say
they lead by example rather than by
voice. For them, respect is a major
aspect of leading their team to success.

Chris Theobald
JMU men's assistant coach
The two captains, however, are no
strangers to leading by example and
earning respect from teammates.
Center/forward Boozer has accumulated 389 career rebounds with the
Dukes, and last year, scored in double
figures 12 times. Not only was he a star
basketball player in high school at Rock

Hill, S.C, but he also was recruited to
play football as a tight end. He said he
always played football first, but he
eventually grew a relentless love for
basketball.
Howard said he was "born into the
sport" and grew up playing against his
brothers. He transferred to JMU from
Alleghany Community College, where
he shot 63.9 percent as a sophomore and
led the team to a 32-4-record.
Boozer and Howard have high goals
that will conitnue to drive their performance. Look for the two captains to
guide the team to post-season success.
As far as details are concerned, both
are out to prove that this team has what
it takes to win the CAA championship.
Will it be a disappointment should
the Dukes fall short of this goal? No one
knows. For now though, only the
upcoming season looms ahead.
Boozer said, "We are entertaining,
and people should come out and support and just see how hard we can
work."

story by R.C. Woodall
top left senior Chatney Howard
gets a breather during practice,
fop right senior Lamont Boozer
warms up. photo* by DYLAS BOUCHERLE
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Granted, with a new season comes assumed leadership role. "I'm really
new expectations for all players looking forward to it," she said. "I'm
but Nyesha Basey's in a boat all consciously thinking about it. My teammates look up to me because I'm a
to herself.
Basey is the only senior on a wom- senior, even though I come off of the
en's team boasting five freshmen. bench."
Head Coach Bud Childers underLamont Boozer and Chatney Howard
will share seniority leadership roles on stands Basey's position and appreciates
the men's side. But as for Basey, she's all her commitment. He said, "She's been
very willing to learn the new system —
alone.
Basey deserves credit for having a that's not easy for a senior to go
positive attitude for the upcoming sea- through."
Basey thinks the new, up-tempo style
son. It would
Childers plans to install will only help
be easy for
her. It's
someone
in
the same
her position to
style she
throw in the
played in
towel. She's had to work her
high
way back from reconstrucschool.
tive knee surgery two years
"I feel
ago, and now, in her final
story by Dan Sullivan M
more
season of college basketball,
involved
has to learn a completely
in
the
program,"
she
said.
"[The
coachnew system.
es]
utilize
my
strengths,
try
to
better
my
Such ingredients make for a busy
weaknesses,"
Basey
said.
senior year. With time management a
Basey suffered knee injury in
must for student-athletes, Basey knows
how to balance her life. Not only does February of her sophomore year. She
she have the classwork and the practice said, "I'm not concerned, but some days
schedules, she also has a two-year-old it's more stretched than others. Some
days it sets me back, but I haven't had
daughter, Kieira.
It's this motherly intuition that even difficulty with the surgery."
In essence, with Childers' arrival,
carries into the locker room. Basey's
everyone
started over. That makes
teammates love it and fight to take
Basey's
seniority
that much more
advantage of her seniority.
"She's kind of like our mom," junior important.
"She's a nice addition," Childers said.
Kish Jordan said. "She's someone we
"She works hard every day. She shows
can tum and talk to."
As for basketball, Basey is excited good leadership and has shown good
about the new regime and her new, improvements in all areas of her game."

Before
the
Dukes can set
their sights on
CAA
favorite
ODU, they must
first become comfortable with each
other.
Good
chemistry will
take some time.
"This is such
an unusual team,"
he said. "There's a
new coach, only
one senior, five
freshmen. [The
youth] is not a
concern because
in essence all the
players are new.
Their roles are different than last
year. It's not as
important this
year as it would
be [if the situation
was different]
So what has
been the biggest
adjustment for
Basey? Her leadership role is the
most obvious, but
Basey had a dif-

MELISSA PALLADINO/sCTiior photographer

"CnnditionrnTlws As the squad's lone senior, guard Nyesha Basey brings
been my bi|gest leadership and invaluable experience to a young team.

adjustment," she said. "We're going to. than they did last year and you can
run a lot more than we did last year]."
guarantee Basey will be there leading
The Dukes plans to do a lot more the way.

HEY STUDENTS!
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Home Opener

Bring back the
it

N.C.ACT
Saturday
November 22
7:30 p.m.
Giveaways to the first 200! Doors
open at 6:30 p.m. Don't forget to
wear your Purple <& Gold. Get there
early to get the best seat in the Convo!
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Colebanking On Victories
Sophomore point guard assumes starting role, looks to lead
the Dukes to post-season prominence in upcoming season
by Nick Langridge
contributing writer
Starting off as a child, she
played in pick-up games on
playgrounds near her home in
Virginia Beach. Last summer
she lived on the road — working camps and competing in
summer leagues. She manipulates defenses, creates shots and
commits herself to learning the
game inside and out. For Misty
Colebank, basketball is life.
As a freshman last season,
Colebank took over for an
injured Hope Cook, came up
big against programs like
George Mason University, the
University of Minnesota and
scored a career-high 18 points
in her first game against
Radford University. Despite an
ankle injury that sidelined her
for the last four games of the
season, her impressive play off
the bench earned her CAA AllRookie Team honors.
Now as a sophomore,
Colebank is the leading candidate to take over the helm of
the JMU women's basketball

team at the point guard position this season.
"The point guard is the
quarterback of the team," Firstyear coach Bud Childers said.
"She has to be a leader on the
court, a good ball handler and
have the ability to analyze situations to make quick adjustments on the court."
The leadership role is nothing new for Colebank, who
took over her Salem High
School team in similar fashion
at point guard when she was a
sophomore. She led the team to
the state championship and
had a record-setting 10 assists
to help her team to the 1994
group AAA state title.
She has taken the advice of
Larry Bowman, her coach at
Salem, who told her great players are made from March to
November, not November to
March — by making the most
of the off-season. For Misty,
this not only means conditioning but preparing mentally to
improve her play.
"You have to learn the personnel, know where they

should be on the court and
become familiar with what
everyone can and can't do,"
Colebank said.
Her teammates respect her
ability to control the offense
along with her competitive
spirit that inspires others to
raise their level of play.
"As the point guard, Misty
knows she's controlling the
game. She plays to win and
puts a lot pressure on herself to
perform well," junior forward
Manika Herring said.
Misty credits her athleticism
to her father who challenged
her to compete against her
older brother, Leighton, at a
young age.
Junior Kish Jordan said,
"With a new coaching staff and/
no set positions, it's a good
chance for a player like Misty
who sees the court well at 5'10"
and has a natural feel for the
game to succeed."
Unity is key for the Dukes
this year and Colebank feels
road trips are key in bringing a
team together. "I love to travel
with the team on road trips,"

story by Mike Kolakoski
photo by DYLAN BOUCHERLEIitaffphotographer

The seeds of experience take time to
grow but in the same sense take nothing
else. Sophomore center Rob Strickland
can attest to the lessons of experience and
knows there is no greater coach.
The JMU Dukes lack size and height.
Aside from senior co-captain Lamont
Boozer, JMU has relied on an almost allguard rotation. Strickland, at 6'10" and
285 pounds, looks to fill his role with the
Dukes as a large defensive presence, shot

blocker and scorer down on the blocks.
"We look for Rob to be a force down
low," first-year coach Sherman Dillard
said. "A player with his size is going to
be a factor in any game."
Strickland played high school ball
with JMU teammate Jamar Perry at
Pleasantville High School, located outside of Atlantic City, N.J. While playing
for Pleasantville, Strickland scored 1,029
points, making him one of only four

DYLAN BOVCHEKLE/staff ftholu^mi'lur
Misty Colebank pushes the ball across midcourt at practice
last week. Colebank averaged 6.0 points per game last year.

she said. "They build friendships and make memories."
Misty wants to stick with
basketball. Whether coaching
or playing, she plans to pursue
a career in sports.
For the Dukes, this season
has indefinite possibilities.
Ranked sixth in the CAA pre-

players to do so in school history, and he
led his team to state championships his
junior and senior years.
JMU competed with Wake Forest
University, the University of Houston
and the University of Pittsburgh in
recruiting Strickland. Strickland, rated
among the top 100 recruits in the nation,
turned down the other offers, choosing to
play ball on the campus of James
Madison University.
Even though Strickland played in 26
games last year, a lack of confidence
plagued his freshman year. "I didn't really have the confidence last year like I did
iii high school," he said. "I was scared to
make mistakes, so that held me back."
Timid play and lack of confidence limited his playing time to 8.7 minutes per
game.
Dillard said, "Off the court, Rob's personality is like a gentle bear. The only
problem is that sometimes that natural
personality can come out on the court.
We're just working with him to play
strong, and I think the experience of his
freshman year will help all that."
Strickland spent most of the summer
trying to regain the confidence that eluded him his freshman year, playing in a
men's summer league with college and
NBA players.
Among the talent he played against
were players such as Tony Bathe of the
Denver Nuggets and Lou Rowe, the former UMass star.
The professional level of competition
helped shape Strickland's game on many
levels. "I played pretty weQ, and it made
me stronger," Strickland said. "It made
me play harder because those guys come
out to play everyday."
As well as playing in the summer

season rankings, JMU is a rising team that hoping to take
advantage of opponents who
underestimate their ability and
desire.
Colebank hopes to add to
the team this year while the
Dukes start to put the pieces
together.

league, Strickland worked out personally
with Perry, Rowe and their high school
trainer. "He worked with me a lot and
took a lot of time with us," Strickland
said. "Jamar, Lou [and I] would work
with him every night this summer."
Success this year is simple for
Strickland — not easy, but simple. "I
want to win the CAA championship this
year," he said. Along with winning the
championship this year, Strickland also
wants to establish himself as a player to
be reckoned with in the CAA. "I'd like to
make a name for myself and be a premier
center in the league."
The growth from experience has
affected Strickland off the court as much
as it has on the court. "This year I've
learned to use my time wisely. I didn't
last year, and now I'm trying to hit the
books," he said. Along with his progress
on the court, Strickland has matured in
the classroom.
Boozer and Strickland have worked
together in a mutually beneficial relationship on the court. "Lamont and I battle
everyday at practice," Strickland said.
"Everyday both of us are limping off the
court." Strickland's game has improved
by playing with the older, more experienced Boozer. "It's been a good experience for me," Strickland said.
Like so many players, Strickland
wishes to play in the NBA; however,
entering his second year of collegiate basketball, he is one of the few who can still
hold onto his dream and make it a realiWith a step this year in the right direction, Strickland's difficult road to the
NBA might still be clear, a path which
will run through Richmond in March at
the CAA Championships.
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Chasing ODU.
If there's such a thing as an
athletic dynasty, then the
Old Dominion University
women's basketball program is
certainly a fine example.
Just look at the numbers.
The Monarchs have won the
CAA title each of the last six
seasons. Last season, the
Monarchs dominated the
Dukes and the rest of the CAA,
defeating JMU once in the CAA
tournament and twice in the
regular season — including a
25-point drubbing in front of
6,500 fans at the Convocation
Center.
Overall, the Monarchs finished with a 34-2 record. Only a
9-point loss to the University of
Tennessee in the national title
game prevented ODU from
becoming NCAA champions
last year.
Now, as the 1997-'98 women's basketball season begins,
the Monarchs have picked up
right were they left off. They are
once again heavily favored to
win the CAA championship. In
addition, they are ranked third
in the nation, behind only
defending champion Tennessee
and Louisiana Tech University.
"On paper, it doesn't seem
like any other team in the
league is of their caliber," said

first-year JMU head coach Bud
Childers.
The Monarch's experience
and talent clearly separates
them from the rest of the CAA.
They are returning three of last
season's five starters and 10 of
their 14 letter winners. The
team revolves around the play
of AIl-American guard Ticha
Penicheiro, forward Mery
Andrade and center Nyree
Roberts, who averaged a total
39.2 points in 1996-'97.
"They have the three ingredients for a winning team — a
good point guard, a wing player who can score and defend
and a premier center," said
Childers, who faced ODU while
he was a coach at the University
of Louisville.
All indications point to the
Monarchs being the team to
beat in the CAA once again. In
fact, this year's ODU squad
may turn out to be better than
last season's.
"We are very comparable [to
last season's team]," ODU assistant coach Cindy Fisher said.
"The nucleus of the team is
back. We are pretty strong right
now, but we still have a long
way to go. Our ultimate goal is
always to get one game farther
than last year, but we are going

'HI!
story by Dan Sullivan
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to take it one game at a time."
That's hardly good news for
the Dukes, who have had trouble with the Monarchs in the
past. In the JMU/ODU rivalry,
which dates back to the two
teams' first meeting in the 1969'70 season, the Dukes are/only
11-29 against the Monarchs. The
Dukes have not beaten the
Monarchs since February of
1995. Ironically, it was the
Monarchs who had the last
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and do a .good job of controlling
the ball — anything is possible.
The Dukes will meet the
Monarchs twice this season,
first on Jan. 16 at the
Convocation Center and then at
ODU on Jan. 30. A win in either
of these two games would be
pivotal for the Dukes.
As for the rest of the CAA,
anything seems possible. With
the exception of Old Dominion,
no other team seems to hold a
superior status.
"I feel that we have some
great teams in the conference,"
Fisher said. "JMU and the others have really stepped it up. It
should be really competitive."
Generally, the Dukes are
picked to finish sixth in the conference. Childers believes this is
a fair ranking considering the
SCOTT TROBAUGH/swii'or artist team has a new coach, many
laugh, that year as they defeated new faces and a new system.
the Dukes in the CAA champi- Ironically, last year at
Louisville, Childer's Cardinals
onship game.
Childers said, "ODU is were also picked to finish sixth
every team's rival in this in the conference. They wound
league, until somebody beats / up in a three-way tie for the
them." While he admits ODU is conference title and advanced
probably a better team than the to the NCAA tournament.
"It appears that we will be
Dukes, Childers is not ruling
out the possibility of JMU able to compete favorably,"
upsetting the defending cham- Childers said. "With the exceppions. He stresses if the Dukes tion of Old Dominion, no one
are disciplined, well prepared really stands out in my mind."

433-8721

Catch the best in weekend sports
here on Biltmore's 7 T.V.'s!
W
221 UNIVERSITY BLVD

801-0221
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When Bud Childers
was named in April
as the new head
women's basketball coach, he
knew he would bring his
definitive coaching style with
him to JMU. Luckily, he inherited a group of talented freshmen anxious to learn and eager
to win.
Players like freshmen
guards Kia Cole, Becky
Wollenberg and i
Mandy White,
center Stacey
Todd and forward-center!
Angela Madeira
are looking to
make an impact
on the court in coming weeks.
"I think this year's kind of
unique," Childers said.

"Basically, we have a whole
team of freshmen, but everybody on the team is a freshman
to me. They're all learning my
system and my style. It's really
an adjustment for them."
Neither coach nor athlete
feel the new freshman five is at
a disadvantage, but rather,
they choose to look at the possibilities this situation gives
them.
"We have everybody on the
team returning except for one.
When we bring in a couple or
three freshman next year,
they'll have all these other people out there to show them
what to do." Cole said.
Cole feels that being a freshman on the team is not a
diasadvantsge.
"Where the juniors have
only two years and seniors
only one, as freshman we have
all fours years to learn
[Childers'] game," Cole said.
White feels the freshmen's
lack of experience might actually give the team an edge
against opponents.
"Our advantage in this
game might be that other
teams haven't seen us play
yet," White said. "They don't
know our strengths and weaknesses."
Aside from learning the
new system implemented by
Childers, the athletes will also
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be learning to play the triangle
offense — the same offense
implemented by the NBA's
Chicago Bulls.
"It's probably the most difficult offense in the country to
learn," Childers said. "So
they're having to make that
adjustment as well."

story by Magda Salazar
Basketball practice itself is
something that takes some getting used to. The team holds
practice six days a week, and
tossing the ball around is not
the only part of the program.
The team also works out with
weights two-to-three times a
week.
"What we have done in the

first five or six weeks of practice is evaluate each of those
players' strengths and weaknesses, things they can
improve on," Childers said.
Childers said he feels the
freshmen don't fall into any
one level of ability but
describes them as being at different levels of development.
"The toughest thing for
freshmen when they come in to
college basketball, is getting
used to the pace and the intensity of the workout," Childers
said.
"White is a good shooter
and had very good court
awareness,"
he
said.
"Wollenberg is considered
'high-strung, emotional, a player who may throw one up in
the crowd or she may hit five
[three-pointers] in a row."
Childers said he believes
Madiera has good instinct and
was coached well but needs to
gain strength in order to
become a force to be dealt with.
Todd, an AAU program
player out of Colorado, has a
lot of natural shooting skill and
good court instinct but needs
to work on overall condition in
order to improve her position
on the court, according to
Childers.
Childers considers Cole,
who is playing the point guard
position, as a player who sees

His father put a soft basketball toy in his crib the college level is much different than playing high
before he could walk. When he was seven, he school basketball.
started playing on a little league team in his
"In high school ifs not as intense," he said. "Here
small hometown of Buckingham. Now, Dwayne we have to go hard and continuously practice. More is
Braxton is the only freshman recruit playing for the expected of me."
JMU men's basketball
team.
From playing at a
small school in rural
Virginia to now playAS
ing at a Division I college program, the road
Braxton has traveled is
long. He has no regrets
about coming to JMU.
"I saw it was a place
story by Marcia Apperson
close to home," he
photo by Dylan Boucherle
said. "I felt it was a
Along with the higher
good program I could fit into. It's a nice atmosphere
expectations,
there also seems
with friendly people."
Remaining close to his home was important to to be somewhat of a mental
Braxton. Judging by the support he receives from his barrier for incoming recruits.
family, it's hard to question his rationale. He said he As high school students,
often relies on his parents to help him through the recruits — like Braxton —
transition from high school to college, and if s his father were used to being on, top.
Entering college means returnwho is a true role model he says.
"He always leads me in the right direction," ing to the bottom of the totem
Braxton said of his father. "He always has a solution to pole.
According to Braxton, that
my problems."
You can bet you'll see the Braxtons at most of barrier is a source of some frusDwayne's games. They are even planning to go to trations. Ask his coaches, howArizona to see their son play in the Fiesta Bowl Classic. ever, and it seems Braxton is
Braxton's recruitment began last spring under for- successfully making the transimer men's basketball head coach Lefty Driesell, but he tion.
"Dwayne has shown a real
signed a contract under new head coach Sherman
good
attitude during practice
Dillard in April.
and
games,"
Dillard said. "He's a fine young man. He's
"First thing, I'm here to get my education," said
Braxton, who is interested in the hospitality and somewhat quiet and reserved, like myself."
Call it quiet and reserved, or call it subtle confitourism fields. "Basketball is a stepping stone for me.
Hopefully I'll play in the NBA or overseas [after col- dence. Either way, those attributes can be traced to
Braxton's high school days. Voted Most Athletic by his
lege]."
Although not quite at an experinced level, Braxton classmates, Braxton's high school career was full of
feels good about his performance so far, but he believes achievements. He said he feels his greatest achieve-

DwAyNE

BRAXTON
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the court well and has good
ball-handling skills.
While players can earn a
list of accolades
that
appear
beside
their
name, college
basketball and
college life takes
some getting |
used to.
"I think it's one of the
things you deal with as a
freshman," Childers said."
So now that the five freshmen have reached the next
level in basketball, their
dreams continue to soar.
But for now, the newest
Dukes, the freshman five,
have a brand new system to
learn — and, most likely, some
homework to do.

TO

Photos by Jean PhiUipson

ments were exceeding the 1,000-point mark with a total
of 1,311 points and going to the 19% state tournament
in Smithfield. Braxton led the Buckingham Knights to
the state quarter-finals for the first time in 21 years after
the team placed second in their
region.
Braxton attributes some of his
success to a mental preparation.
"On the court, I think about
doing whatever it takes to help my
team win, whether playing hardnosed defense or scoring when
depended on," he said.
Dillard feels Braxton's strengths
are his good shooting form and the
threat he presents from the outside.
"He's got the skills to play at this
level," Dillard said.
As for playing time, Braxton will
probably receive more than the
coaches originally anticipated
because some key players are
injured. He will definitely figure
into the rotation on the perimeter,
according to Dillard.
"Naturally, I would like to see
Dwayne step up and become a significant contributor," Dillard said.
"We need an outside shooting
threat."
Dillard anticipates when
Braxton is a senior "he will be a
fine player in the NCAA" with a
promising future.
With court performance aside,
the most difficult aspect of college
basketball is, perhaps, time management. A typical
afternoon consists of practice, dinner, and then study
hall from 8 to 930.
Ten years down the road, Braxton hopes he will still
play basketball. With the Los Angeles Lakers as his
favorite professional team, could Braxton be the next
Eddie Jones?
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wants ?
category as well.
"I do agree that many people that smoke pot are likely
to try other drug, but just as likely are people that smoke
or drink," Bohon says. "I think people that use alcohol are
twice as likely [to try other drugs] 'cause they're more
uninhibited and experimenting might seem like a fun
thing at the time."
Bohon believes most drug abusers would have found
their way to hard drugs whether or not they had ever

f

crock pot:
tried marijuana.
The reason Bohon sees the legalization of marijuana as
a potentially positive action is because of the greater economic and environmental benefits from the use of hemp
as a production material.
Hemp comes from Cannabis stavia, or in layman's
terms, the marijuana plant, and contains only a minute
amount of delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the psychoactive component in marijuana.
Hemp is actually one of nature's strongest and most
versatile plants, according to the NORML Internet homepage (www.norml.org).
The Chinese discovered one of hemp's many uses
almost 10,000 years ago when they began using it for rope
and paper.
Since then, hemp has been used for textiles, paints,
clothing, plastics, cosmetics, foodstuffs, insulation and animal feed.
Not only can hemp be used to create a vast number of
products, the process of growing the hemp plant is envi- .
ronmentally sound.
After 120 days, a hemp plant is ready for harvest compared to the near decade it takes a tree to be ready. As well
as the hemp plant's rapid production rate, after it has been
harvested there is virtually no damage done to the soil.
Hemp plants do not rob the soil of its nutrients but rather
replenishes the nutrients and the ground is immediately
ready for another crop to be planted.
"The benefits [of marijuana legalization! far outweigh
the effects," Bohon says.
"I think most people think legalization is a bad idea
because of all the negative government exposure it
receives. Many people trust that the government wouldn't
make something illegal if it wasn't a danger to society."
Bohon says she has never heard of a single death
caused by marijuana "and you'd think with all the hype
over the War on Drugs the government would use that
sort of thing."
Part of the War on Drugs has been drug education in
the schools. Harrisonburg's elementary schools were
among the first in the nation to implement the Drug
Abuse Resistance Education program
Harrisonburg/Rockingham Sheriff Don Farley led the
DARE program from 1985 to 1987, while he was still a
Harrisonburg Police officer. "Officer Don," as the students
knew him, spent much of his time in the elementary
schools educating the children on the dangers of drug
abuse.
Although a 1995 survey concluded that drug abuse in
children and young adults has gone up, even with the
DARE program in affect, Farley believes the program did
have a positive effect on some student's lives.
"I don't have the statistics to back it up, but I did see
good things come out of the DARE program," Farley says,
"especially on the emotional and spiritual side." Although
Farley believes alcohol is the number one drug problem in
the United States, he does see marijuana as a problem, and
does not advocate its legalization for adult recreational
use.
"Every time someone poses the legalization of marijuana, even if they have some well-thought out points as to
why it should be legalized, I have to question the logistics
of it. Are they going to sell it in the ABC store?" he asks.
"Will it be handed over to the government? What about
taxes and who will do the quality observation? I've just
see CHRONIC page 19

cooking with
Mary Jane
Pro-legalization acitivists champion
hemp as a versatile plant with many
practical applications, but seldom do
they discuss the alleged delicacies in
which pot is a crucial igredient.
Pot Loaf
•Combine one packet of onion soup
mix, one 16 oz. can of whole peeled
tomatoes, 1/2 cup of chopped pot, 2
Ibs.of ground beef, chicken or turkey,
one egg, and four slices of clumbled
bread. Shape into a loaf. Bake at 400
degrees for 1 hour. Serves six.
Pot Soup
•Mix one can of condensed beef broth,
3 tbsp. of pot, 3 tbsp. of lemon juice,
1/2 can of water and 3 tbsp. of
chopped watercress in a saucepan.
Boil over medium heat. Refridgerate fot
two to three hours.. Reheat and serve.
Hash Brownies
•Sift 1/2 cup of flour, 1/4 tsp. of baking
powder and a pinch of salt together.
Mix in 3 tbsp. of shortening, 1/2 cup of
sugar, 2 tbsp. of honey, 2 tbsp. of corn
syrup and one beaten egg. Then add
one square of melted chocolate, 1 tsp.
of vanilla, 1/2 cup of chopped nuts and
1/2 cup of pot and mix well. Spread in
an 8-inch pan, then pake at 350
degress for 20 minutes.
•All recipes courtesy of The Anarchy
Cookbook
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FIT TO BE
SNAPPED,
ZIPPED,
BUTTONED
AND
WORN.

39.99
YOUNG MEN'S
SILVERTAB™
JEANS
• 100% cotton denim
• Loose Fit - plain front
• Baggy Fit - plain & pleated front
• Stonewashed, bleached, indigo & black
• Sizes 28-42 Reg. Price 47.99
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continued from page 17
never

heard a good answer to these ques-

Even though the legalization movement may have some questions to answer
in the eyes of the law, many still hope the
positive aspects of marijuana will open
doors to legalization that are otherwise
closed. As Bohon says, "If people could
associate pot with something other than a
drug that gets their kids high, I think it
would be looked on more favorably."
One of the uses supporters are hoping
the public will look upon favorably is the
medicinal use of marijuana to treat seriously ill patients.
Smoking marijuana is said to relieve
the symptoms caused by AIDS wasting
syndrome, nausea and vomiting caused by
cancer chemotherapy, glaucoma, multiple
sclerosis muscle spasms and epilepsy, to
name a few.
Although Sherrif Farley does not
endorse recreational legalization of marijuana, he does believe medicinal use can
be beneficial.
"I've been on cancer wards and have
seen children and adults in terrible pain,"
Farley says. "I don't see why it shouldn't
be used medicinally. God put it on this
earth to be used properly."
The goals of groups such a MPP arc to
eliminate the penalties for possession and
cultivation of medicinal marijuana" and to
fund "state therapeutic research programs," according to the MPP homepage.
Virginia currently has a 19 year-old
statute that allows patients.to possess marijuana if they have a valid prescription
from a physician for cancer and glaucoma
symptoms.

However, the I
catch 22 of this law
is that there is no
legal supply of
marijuana to fill
any prescriptions,
and those caught
possessing or cultivating marijuana
for medicinal use
will be prosecuted
as any other indi- j
vidual.
Virginia is one)
of the few states
that has this policy
of legal marijuana
prescriptions,
although states
such as New Jersey,
New York, West
Virginia and South
Carolina
have
passed laws allowing therapeutic |_
marijuana research
ED DYER/<mi.«an/ plwio editor
to be conducted.
Jhe legalization of marijuana for medicinal use is currently at the center of the legalization debate. Virginia
The MPP and statutes protect the right to toke for cancer and glaucoma patients with a valid prescription.
NORML see these

as encouraging signs that perhaps one day,
suffering patients will be able to legally
turn to marijuana as a natural relief.
Until that time, the use of a synthetic
THC pill, called dronibnol and marketed
as Marinol, will serve as an acceptable
medical substitution for marijuana,
although medical professionals say that it,
Ux>, is potentially addictive.
Patients who have used both Marinol
and marijuana prefer the latter, saying

they would rather be able to control their
own dosage, as well as use an organic
treatment rather than a synthetic one.
Activists for the legalization of marijuana continue to petition Congress and other
facets of the government to consider marijuana's legal place in society.
The public attention this issue has
received ranges from President Clinton's
inhaling Inclinations in his hippie days to
Candace Bergen's character on the sitcom

"Murphy Brown" smoking marijuana her
news-anchor friend bought her for her
chemotherapy symptoms.
Whether or not marijuana should be
legalized is not something that will be
resolved overnight, but those with opinions on the issue intend to be heard.
"Any substance is going to have problems," Bohon says. "You can get addicted
to chocolate cake if you wanted to, but that
doesn't mean it's bad.''
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Don't Leave for (BOMEl Without It!!

THIS AD THAT IS"
Largest Video Store in Town!

Make Your Arangements NOW for the
1997-1998 School Year

per Night Rentals
Thousands of Movies to Choose From!

Free Membership !

• Hundreds of games to rent:
Sega, Super Nintendo, Playstation & Super 64
• Rent any game for only $3.00 for 2 nights!
• Hundreds of new release movies you can rent for
only $2.75 for 2 nights!

433-9181

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK!

ACNE VIDEO

RL 33 East
(Next to Wendy's,
Across from Pargo's)

NO GIMMICKS
Just the most popular floor plans,
services, amenities and location
available to JMU students.

Bring This Coupon in
j & Receive 1 FREE 990 Rental!!
expires 11-30-97 Limit 1 per Student

YOU CAN EXPECT THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING
HORSIEYAND
CONSTABLE

COLDWELL BANKER HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE A *% A -t -g n <j
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISION T'JT'*! 1 / J
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MASSANUTTEN
Virginia's Four Season Mountain Resort
Saturday, November 22
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MN TME: SKI LODGE

0 Drawing for Ski Season Pass => Benefits Massanutten Ski Patrol
0 Season Passes 10% off thru 11/22/97
0 Cheek out our store, THE GENERAL STORE
0 Again this year Burton hard and soft goods, Hoogcr and Ride Boards

Our Food
Is All
Made»To*Order.
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. -574-3178

km LOTS OF orW£R STUFF

Making it easier everyday!

289-4954

WE DELIVER
i

Rectal on /Hoses
Service* Parts Department

.' U Valor*

,,'

Open 7:30-7

Monday-Friday

FLORIST

Open Saturdays
9am - 2pm!

Classic design u nli .m
flail b) i \l l
alumni Caria v.mlvli

A Dozen Roses - £18.50
Half Dozen Roses - £10.00

130 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
HARRISONBURG
(next to Chads Motor Car)

(Includes Greenery & Caspia)

433-3352

"We Offer You the BEST in
Automotive Service & QuaP+*tr
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE IN HARRISONBURG

( tisli anrl ( any j/xiial

Bvly "BM" Super Sale!
Every Guitar On Sale
Save up to 58% off List
PRS up to 34% off List
Guitar Effects
up to 60% off List

Early Early
"Bird" Sale!

•Comfortable waiting lounge
with TV and free coffee & tea
•24 Hour early bird drop off
service

Open shop policy
'VISA, Mastercard, Discover
& American Express accepted
*One day service in most cases.

10% Discount with Student ID

Make Your Purchase
From 6-9 AM Friday
And We'll Eat The Tax

Guitar Amps
up to 50% off List

And you can eat o free bagel from Mr J's

t®TOYOTA

99 Minutes

HEM

Guaranteed

Save Up to 75% Off List

on Alpine Car Audio

5S

_.
.,
Shure mikes
from $35

Save up to 50% off List
0n Drum Hardware,
Drumsets, Congas,
Cymbals and more

Hundreds of specials in all
Save up to:
56% off list on
45% off list on
40% off list on
45% off list on

departments on VCRs, TVs,
Home & Cat Audio, Guitars
Drums, Keyboards, PA, & More

JVC
Yamaha
Klipsch
Polk

More Details in Friday's Daily News Recotd

Stereo • Video • Car Audio

Or just come in

Musical Instruments • PA • PA Rentals

2990 S Main Street, Harrisonburg • 434-4722
MUSIC 'N

9-6 Monday-Friday

ELECTRONICS 9*Sm*.

Air Conditioning Repairs • Tune-lips
4-Wheel Alignments
• Transmission Repair
Oil Changes & Lubrications • Engine Overhauls
• Please Call for an Appointment •
Toyota & Master ASE Certified Technicians

Brake Service
Complete Detail
Services

®TOYOTA
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Afufll«n-fix*««il />*j-£jHir*i-5/nin

"I love what you do for me." DA D/PC J&-

®TOYOTA SERVICE
2970south Main st|C/in\/IT/I

Harrlsonrjurg. VA I OH\J) H«j4'

Price* sub|ect
to cl)*nga.

Ml •

Or TOLL FREE:1-800-TOYOTA 2 (869-6822)
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JMU wins
'97 opener
57-51 over
Delaware

Foster in
NCAAs
. by Kathleen Reuschle
contributing writer
For the second straight season
JMU senior Ryan Foster has
earned the chance to compete in
the NCAA Division I Cross
Country Championships.
Foster is only the third individual in the history of JMU to
qualify for the national event. He
is also only the second Duke to
qualify for the race twice.
Foster earned the right to participate in the meet by finishing
fourth at the NCAA Southeast
Regional on Saturday. He ran the
10,000-meter race in a time of
30:29.
As a team, the Dukes finished
fourth out of the 29 teams in the
regional event. It was JMU's
highest finish ever at the regional
race.
Last year, Ryan finished fifth
at the regional meet but was
unable to compete at nationals
due to a leg injury.
This year's meet is Monday in
Greenville, S.C., on the same
Furman University golf course
the team raced on last weekend.
"Ryan had the best race of the
season at regionals, and is defl-j
nitely prepared to run extremely
well at nationals," coach Juli
Henner said.

by Keith Feigenbaum
staff xonter
From the opening tip of last
night's season opener between
|MU's women's basketball team
and the Delaware Fighting Blue
Hens, one thing was made clear:
neither team was treating the
game as just an early season, nonconference game. In cruising to a
36-51 victory, this proved especially true for the Dukes, who
seemed intent upon righting
themselves alter a shaky preseason.

JMU
Delaware

56
51

"I think tonight's game was
important from an emotional
standpoint," said first-year head
coach Bud Childers. "We got
alter (JMU's players] pretty good
Saturday and Sunday after the
exhibition loss [to Croatia] and I
think they responded wonderfully-"
The two team's main objective
was obvious early on — allow the
defense to set the tone for the
game. And, for the most part,
both the 1-0 Dukes and the Blue
Hens were successful in doing so,
as neither team could establish
much consistency in their halfcourt sets. A total of 28 turnovers
(17 for Delaware and 11 for JMU)
were forced in the half, as each
team kept constant pressure on
the ball.
"We hunkered down when
we had to . . . and made some
defensive plays," Childers said.
"We battled inside, scrapped and
got a couple of loose balls."
Manika
Herring
said,
"Defense was a big key. 1 think
that's what we lacked in our first
two scrimmages. We watched a
lot of tape and saw that defense
I a lack of] was a big factor."
Luckily for JMU, Delaware's
larger and slower lineup couldn't
keep pace with the running-andgunning Dukes, who started a
pair of point guards in freshman
Kia Cole (10 points on four-ofeight shooting) and sophomore
Mistiza Colebank. The Dukes
began the game on a 6-0 run, creating scoring opportunities with
their strong guard play.
"[Cole's] doing everything we
can ask her to do as a point

JMU angry
over lack of
at-large bid
DYLAN BOUCHERLE/staff photographer
Sophomore guard Mistiza Colebank goes strong to the hoop in last night's 56-51 victory over the
University of Delaware. The Dukes travel to Nashville, Tenn., Sunday to take on Vanderbilt University.

guard," Childers said. "She started her first game as a college
player tonight and ran the
show."
From there, the two teams
played it tight, with Delaware
claiming its first and only lead,
10-8, at 13:16 on a jumper by
guard Cindy Johnson.
Following a series of backand-forth scoring, the Dukes
took the lead for good at the 8:23
mark on a layup by Colebank.
Energized by the play off the
bench of freshman Mandy White
(nine points), the Dukes then
went on 14-6 run to distance
themselves from the Blue Hens.
White slashed her way
through the Delaware defense on
a number of occasions, dishing to
teammates under the basket and
opening-up outside shots for
Cole, including a three point shot
to put the Dukes up, 28-17, with

2:14 left in the half.
"[White] did her job tonight.
She stepped-up and hit some
jump shots against the zone
when we needed it, " Childers
said.
JMU began the second half in
equally impressive fashion,
building its largest lead of the
game, 41-22, on a Cole layup at
14:59.
The Blue Hens then began to
slowly chip away at the Dukes'
lead, narrowing the gap to a
reachable 55-49 with only 59 seconds to play, but Cole made the
second of two foul shots to put
the Dukes up seven, virtually
ending Delaware's hopes of a
comeback.
Although both teams compiled similar statistics (the Dukes
had 38 rebounds and 23
turnovers to the Blue Hens' 40
and 25, respectively), but in the

end there was one deciding factor: perseverance. JMU had it
and Delaware didn't. Heading
into its next game (Sunday at 2
p.m.) at lOth-ranked Vanderbilt
University, such perseverance
will be greatly welcomed by
JMU.
No doubt, the Dukes will
have to improve an offense
which continues to sputter at
times if they hope to compete
with .the likes of Vanderbilt and
conference opponent Old
Dominion University, last year's
national runner-up.
Sunday's game against
Vanderbilt will feature a
Commodore squad returning
four of its starters. The
Commodores, 20-11 in 1996-'97,
will ride the shoulders of senior
forwards N. Hillmon and Lisa
Ostrom who, together, average a
more than 13 points per game.

The personnel who look at
the NCAA criteria for issuing atlarge bids to the Cross Country
National Championships will be
shaking their heads at the
decision to issue a bid to the
University of Minnesota to
advance to Nationals over JMU.
Here's why: JMU has
defeated both the University of
Nebraska and the University of
Missouri during its season,
while Minnesota lost to them at
the regionals.
JMU has beaten Coastal
Carolina, and the College of
William & Mary, while
Minnesota also lost to both of
them. The committee cites headto-head finishes between
debated teams as part of the
deciding factor, yet JMU has
never raced Minnesota.
Finally, the committee
supposedly takes into account
significant finishes among team
members. Bethany Eigel placed
second while Minnesota's top
finisher placed ninth. Point for
point, one thing remains clear:
JMU has earned the right to be at
Nationals.
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CAT
SHOW
Nov 22-23, 1997

outerwear

ewn.

boots

snowtaur<

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
FAIRGROUNDS

weekend fri28th-30th
10am-5pm

9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
50 cents off admission

eastcoast
redeye
chantilly, va georgetown, dc
.73U
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Caffeine Free Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew,

Diet Pepsi or
FOOD & DRUG

Pepsi Cola
*

2-Liter

Always Good.
Always Fresh.
Always Kroger.

Your Total
Value leader.
Com, Peas or Green Beans

Florida

Stokely's
Vegetables

Tangelos or
Tangerines

"I

3/$l

14.25-15.25-oz.

16-02. Lewis Hot Bread or

SB
All Varieties

''lij'V

Kroger Brown
& Serve Rolls

It's Joy. It's Happiness. It's
like the face of a beautiful
woman in the dark of the
night. Be the emotion. Be
one with nature. Be one of
two Breeze delivery drivers
for the Spring of 1998.
Deadline for application
5pm today!

_ I The Breeze
Call 568-6127 for Details

»i n D-

Mama Rosa 4$|§&
Pizzas

Regular or Low Salt

Cwaltney
Sliced Baco
L1-lb.

Pkg.

$|99
Your Kroger Deli Proudly Introduces

"Delicious New'*

Buffalo Style Chicken [Dings!
\-]At -•

boards

Choose From 4 Mouth Watering Varieties:

only

O
MILD WILDFIRE
HOT CARLIC
BBQ SWEET HONEY BBQ
A vUaMe Only in Stores Wltti DHHtstry Shoppes

25

'Each

Snack Time, Dinner Time,
Came Time. Party Time,
Any Time
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Bethany Eigel: The beat goes on . ifP
by Mike Gesario
staff writer
For JMU junior cross country star
Bethany Eigel, there is no letting up.
Last season, Eigel became the first JMU
women's runner to qualify for the NCAA
meet since the Dukes began competing in
Division I in 1982. Yet she refused to rest
on her laurels and came back this season in
even better condition.
Now, for the second straight season,
Eigel has qualified for the NCAAs, which
will be held on Monday in Greenville, S.C.
Eigel is a little disappointed, though,
because the Dukes as a team failed to qualify for the meet as an at-large entry.
"The newness is sort of worn off, but
it's not any less exciting," said Eigel, the
1996 CAA Co-Runner of the Year. "We
had the higher goal of being a team there.
That takes away from (my qualifying] a little bit."
Eigel qualified for the national meet by
placing second in Saturday's NCAA
Southeast Regional Cross Country
Championship. Her second-place finish
was the highest individual finish for a JMU
woman ever at the NCAA regionals. Her
time of 17:18 was the second fastest time
ever for a JMU runner in a 5,000-meter
cross country race. It was eight seconds off
her own JMU record and only seven seconds behind the time of North Carolina
States' Laura Rhoads, who won the
Regional Championship.
"I definitely put in a lot more than normal," Eigel said of what she believes may
have been the best race she has ever run.

So far, Eigel's season has been nothing
short of spectacular. She has been the runner-up in two meets, including the CAA
Championships, where
she finished with a time
of 17:21.
"I think she's done
awesome," sophomore
teammate
Heather
Hanscom said. "She's
worked really hard and
has come a long way."
Despite her past successes, Eigel is still striving for more.
"I am still not quite
satisfied," she said. "I
don't feel like I have been
competing as well as I
could towards the end."
Eigel is optimistic,
though, as all of her training and practicing is
aimed towards the
NCAAs. She feels the
practice is starring to pay
off and she will be able to
race even better.
This kind of attitude is
normal for Eigel. The *-.
way she pushes herself to
do better has earned her
the respect of both her
coaches and teammates.
, "She has definitely
done everything right to
get to this level," JMU
cross country coach Juli
Henner said. "She is just

This
week in

JMUPuhw vs. Boston Unterite

Game: Boston University Terriers at JMU
Nov. 22,1 p.m.
Dukes Notes:
HONOR ROLL: JMU junior free safety Tony Booth
was named the Atlantic-10 Defensive Player of the
Week for the third time this season. The recognition
makes Booth a front-runner for the A-10 Defensive
Player of the Year Award. Booth led the Dukes in
tackles for the fifth time in nine games tallying 18 tackles, six of them solo. Booth provided a spark in the arm
with his 37-yard interception return for a touchdown in
the third quarter. The pick was Booth's seven of the
year, tying a school record. ,
MORE HONOR ROLL: Freshman tailback
Anthony Moore was named the Atlantic 10 Rookie of
the Week with his 137 yards on 34 carries in the Dukes
triple overtime win. Moore's 34 carries was the most
ever by a true freshman in JMU history and the third
most by anyone. Moore was just the second Dukes
rusher to amass over 100 yards this season.
PAYTON'S PLACE: Freshman wide receiver
Earnest Payton caught three passes for 105 yards and
one touchdown against Rhode Island.

100 percent committed to the sport. She
does whatever it takes to be successful."
But, again, Eigel refuses to take too
much credit for her work
habits. She says her work
ethic is part of the tradition of hard work she
became part of when she
decided to come to JMU.
As a freshman, she
watched a teammate,
who was a less-than-outstanding runner in a small
high school similar to
Eigel's, take her game to
an Ail-American level.
"Seeing her make it to
that level made me realize
that if I could work as
hard as she, then that
could possibly come true.
I really wanted that to
come true," Eigel said.
Eigel has used her story
to inspire her teammates
to work harder. For her,
it's all part of leading by
example.
"I mink I've passed on
some of that to my other
team mates," Eigel said.
"It kind of caught on this
year.
"A lot of [my teammates] came back in better
shape than they had been
because they saw last year
that I made it to [the '96
National meet], and I'm

not any better than they are," she said.
In addition to her own personal drive
and work ethic, Eigel credits her teammates and coaches for contributing to her
success.
Eigel believes the JMU coaching staff is
among the best in the country.
"It's amazing," she said. "I can't really
even describe the kind of support that we
have. Our coaches are definitely the best in
the country, without a doubt in my mind.
They don't get the recognition they
deserve."
Eigel also says the cross country team is
really more like a family. It is a family
made of equal members who all support
and push each other.
"Having the coaches that I have and
the teams that I have puts me in a lucky
position," Eigel said. "Everyday, I'm so
glad I came to James Madison. I don't
know what would have happened if I had
ended up under another coach's directions
or with other teammates."
Eigel, of course, wants to do well, but
she knows the competition ertair' » won't
be easy.
"I woulcUlike to make All-American, if
possible," Eigel said. "But, it's kind of hard
to have specific goals because everyone
there has the potential of being an AllAmerican. They are that good.
"I definitely want to put myself in a
good position early and then hopefully
just be able to move up [in the standings]
the whole race," she said.
The NCAA meet is scheduled for
Monday in Greenville, S.C. Last season
Eigel finished 46th at the meet.
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HISTORY IN THE ENDING: Saturday's
game will mark the last football game in the
history of Boston University. The Terriers are
discontinuing their football program after the
JMU game because of loss of revenue. BU has
won one game this season. The Terriers are
FOOT I All
playing with about half a roster since many of
their players are sitting out to avoid injury and Standings
hurt their chances of transferring.
New England Division

A-10 Overall PFPA

INJURY REPORT: Red-shirt freshman Connecticut
4-3 7-3-0 380 225
Delvln Joyce is listed as day-to-day with an New Hampshire 4-3 4-6-0 212 208|
injured ankle.as is comerback Jason Bailey.
Maine
4-4 5-5-0 316 231
Rhode Island
2-6 2-9-0 216 318
SCOUTING REPORT: Boston University Boston U.
1-7 1-9-0 148 322
1-7 2-9-0 149 367
has won one game this season, so on paper it Massachusetts
appears the Dukes should romp. However, this
will be the last game in BU history, and you Mid-Atlantic Division
can bet your Duke Dawg sweatshirt that the
A-10 Overall PF PA
7-0 10-0-0
393 188
Terriers do not want to end 113 years of col- Villanova
Delaware
7-1
10-1-0
355 174
lege football as losers. That's ripht. the Terriers
5-2 8-2-0
285 194
Northeastern
first football game was in 1884, when they lost Richmond
4-4 6-5-0
237 183
to Tufts University 18-6. This year's squad has William & Mary 4-4 7-4-0
254 203
done their fair share of losing, but it will be a James Madison 3-5 4-6-0
221 323
pumped-up bunch of Terriers who face the
Dukes Saturday. BU is weak in many areas, last vroh's rwwlte
but they have a strong running game led by James Madison 39, Rhode Island 37 (OT
Roger Harriott, who is averaging 116 yards New Hampshire 38, Boston U. 0
per game and 5.1 yards per carry. Dan Connecticut 49, Massachusetts 16
Hanafin took all the snaps in the Terriers 38-0 Delaware 24, Lehigh 19
loss last weekend, but he was less than perfect, Nothcastern 23, Maine 17
going 9-26. If JMU can ride out the Terriers William & Mary 10, Richmond 7
Villanova 42, Buffalo 28
emotion, and QB Greg Maddox returns to
form, the Dukes can finish go out on a high.

Atlantic 10

Individual Statistics
Pawing

0 C-A Pet Yds, TP IntRtt

Boden,VU
10 203-303 67.6.2697 32 4
Stafford, UConn 10 154-267 57.7 2574 22 9
Ginn, UD
10 97-178 54.5 1622 14 3
Cramsey. UNH 8 29-51 569 413 3 1
Fcin.UM
9 208-360 57.8 2480 24 11
Murphy,NU
10 198-333 59.5 2441 15 9

Rushing
Azumah,UNH
Porch. W&M
Harriott, BU
Jenkins, URI
Jumpp. UConn
Sifford.VU

Receiving

174.0
159.1
153.6
140.4
131.5
130.5

Q Att. Yds. Avg. TP YP6

10 238
11 261
10 227
11 256
9 155
9 160

1400
1316
1165
1032
815
769

5.9 11
5.0 6
5.1 6
4.0 6
5.3 9
4.8 9

140.0
119.6
116.5
93.8
90.6
85.4

G Rapt. Ydt. AvfcTP YPO

Wright.UM 10
Bond, UConn 10
Rnneran.VU 10
Conklin. W&M 9
Batts.UD
11
Taylor.UConn 10

82
45
61
43
45
46

This weeR'S KtWdUle

1070
1003
985
768
872
789

13.0 7
22.3 5
16.1 17
17.9 6
19.4 9
17.2 9

Boston Uni verisity at James Madison
New Hampshire at Connecticut
Maine at Hofstra

107.0
100.3
98.5
85.3
79.3
75.9
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Tangelia Rouse an
Crystal Sessoms
with Gunnar Mossblad and
the JMU Jozz Ensemble
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Doug Smith
JMU senior
5-6
70-51
.579

Courtney A. Crowley
news editor
5-6
70-51
.579

Steven M. Trout
sports editor
5-6
69-52
.570

Nell VanRyper
Ad Man
Extrordinare
7-4
67-54
.554

Green Bay

Seattle

Green Bay
Miami
NY Jets
Kansas City

Green Bay
New England
Minnesota
Kansas City

Green Bay
Miami
Minnesota
Seattle

I Vn\ i'i

Deiner

Deiner

Deiner

Michigan
Florida State
West Virginia
IICLA
Clemson

Michigan
Florida State
Notre Dame
UCLA
S. Carolina

Michigan
Florida
Notre Dame
Southern Cal
S. Carolina

Michigan
Florida State
Notre Dame
UCIA
Clemson

Seth Burton
asst. sports editor
5-6
72-49
.595

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage.

NY Giants at Washington
Dallas at Green Bay
Miami at New England
Minnesota at NY Jets
Kansas City at Seattle

Washington
Green Bay
New England
NY Jets
Seattle

Monday Night: Oakland at Denver
Ohio State at Michigan
Florida State at Florida
West Virginia at Notre Dame
UCIA at Southern Cal
Clemson at S. Carolina

GUEST
PREDICTOR

'■ m* #

Once again, Seth rides out a rough week of POTW It was, by far, the worst
performance by the POTW particpants since the season began, yet he still found
a way to hold on to first place. Otherwise, the standings didn't change.
However, for the first time this year, the guest predictor won outright. You ask
yourself, how did Jason Meade go 7-4? Well, the answer is two-fold.
First, he cheated.
Secondly, he paid off quite a few key participants in last week's games. Norv
Turner, for instance. Third and seven and the Skins run? Thanks, Jason. Pete
Stoyanavich was another whose pockets are a little heavier this week thanks to

n

Miami
Minnesota

Ohio State
Florida State
West Virginia
UCLA
Clemson

Jason. Old Petey blasts a 50-something yarder to win, and you expect me to
believe he didn't have any extra incentive? Thanks, Jason. But enough.
The Skins will beat the Giants, but Seth is in danger of losing his precarious
hold on the top spot. If Courtney can out-pick the "Guru of College Football" she
could move up in the rankings. Now that would be a shocker.
Heard from the rumor mill that BU film sessions include screenings of
Neccesary Roughness" in preparation for this weeks game. Just a joke.
It's coming down to the wire for POTW. Who will survive? There's a lot at
stake, but Seth is just too good. How does he know? It must Ix; the shoes.

JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU

SHORTSTOP CHEVRON
I 81 EXIT 264 - NEW MARKET, VA

G oin oto CO

can be
expensive

JMU

1

that
our prices
aren rt.

£L

HOLIDAY DRIVER SPECIAL
Minimum 5 gal. Fuel = 1 Free 20oz
Fountain Soda, Coffee, or Cappuccino
(limit 1 per vehicle with ad or student ID)

FREE CAFFEINE BREAK!.
JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU - JMU

AND OPENING
psychic Headings in) Oannie

/Travel
Cxploratidn ofVA, inc.
>

Travel \-\ow\e. for tke Holidays!

1-800-238-6396
Local 574-2890

gJJJJj

\lve all problems and answer
ftions such as business, love,
marriage and health. Can
\ies and special occasions.

bw

YOUR IAC CARD
FOR HALF OFF
I Pl-R PTRSON Pi:R CARD

2750 S. Wlain
433-7404
ALL TYPES OF READINGS

rs
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Fveryone Knows t/iat

Dave's Taverna
Downtown
has the best food and beverage that you can
buy with loose change.

didn 't AJIOW IS that

Dave's Taverna Express
is open on Port Road,
next to Dairy Queen,
for those times when you're short
of both money and time.

Dave's Taverna Express
Open 12:00 p.m.-3 a.m.
OPENED November 18

Dave's Taverna Express
810 Port Republic Road
801-TOGO (8646)
HOURS:
° Noon-3:00 a.m.
7 Days A Week
Buy One Entree (includes all menu items)
Get One of Equal or Lesser Value For

FREE
Dave's Taverna Express 810 Port Republic Road
801-TOGO
Must Present Coupon When Ordering
Expires 2/15/98

Dave's Taverna
95 South Main Street
564-1487
HOURS:
11:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Bu

y °ne Entree (includes all menu items)!
Get One of Equal or Lesser Value For

FREE

Dine-In Only
Dave's Taverna 95 South Main Street
564-1487
Must Present Coupon When Ordering
Expires 2/15/98
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Did you make
this one?

TPORTING GOODS

All JMU Merchandise
20% off
Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540)432-1500

ma

Froggies

** Lounge

How 'bout
this one?

SKYLINE KARAOKE IN LOUNGE
9

CRYSTAL ARMENTROUT!
Playing Something For Everyone !
IN FROGGIES'PAD/9PM
18 years & older admitted
AND...

k

TAKE ADVANTAGE!...
Of Our Dinner, Comedy,
Dance Package !!!
Eat, Laugh, <Sc Boogie III
Featuring:DJ doktor dugg
&. the Comedy of
THE FAT DOCTOR !!!
Dinner, Comedy, Dante Package includes:
Choice of Prime Rib or New York Steak !
Couple Only $24.95 Single Only $14.95
CALLFORRICSKRVAIIONS: 434-9981
18 YEARS OF AGK & OLDER !

CASH<
Located Ramada Inn

Call
1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/college/np.html

'

-"25—'

Rt. 11 S., H'burg

434-9981

AT&T
It's all within your reach.
■•>•

•■.•,■.'
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COMICS
/

Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugh
A MESSAGE" FteM -nfrpfesjbewr:

|Aiwt*-+»nei«»^«^—Abed w

blOOF.

-Tr^el^ori: "^ -Mow A^fc^,

-£l|e.ws rs- hi£ -Vifsf -pjJtlif sHJfirss
siwce -takiKtjX.g'Pigg-..

w^ -fk^t t*H4 when r -MJrvJ If;
^ -atop -ftlKn£3boof- H so Mridi.

b* (>-(Wf Wrfii ij^ ^ ^ -few
winters..."

Somewhere Out There \Seth Thompson
LTOR WTM.

PLASTIC^)/5URE

r>>0 IUES.BUDDY,^^&od^i^i^(k^r^^^^^^oAuepjs^^
J<ou'ee 5im.2£>,tcu NV>go*J

.. /foo5e£ l\i*"*(! "farts A*W^
Ww3MU MAKES St/SE^Z^e

Smite\/.C Zira & JWcfe Swfe
Hi. '»u nay Not KfAoto r>€-,
but i'/| \oe_t -yoove, <,e£N ^y
K&(vl(AiuoP,K. X'r, fkfi. auy
UV>

° Wftl-K* +«.3t^c t,cK&V5

X ICNOCO X'n A/ot real oopJidR. UM'R

j
RdNav
v

VdUHIe service. If -rWe u>e«e
*° pa*k;No> t.cV^ts, tKefte'ol fee

'P1ack>CW

goo '

\

°*>°,ywfi.

5*y ujriat you
t»»»U. T btlteve/W

tn.i.
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With AT&T? Get AT&T Call Organizer: FREE.
One phone. One bill. Two roommates. No math.
Get AT&T Call Organizer—FREE—just for being with AT&T. And we'll also give you I0< a minute
with AT&T Simple Rates?
• AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more fights over the phone bill—use your personalized code
before you dial, and we'll tally your bill by roommate (up to 12 people per bill).
• I0< A MINUTE—AT&T Simple Rates—on long distance calls to anywhere in the U.S. from
7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25< a minute all other times.
ATM <*rr* Rates is j-aiUOe to AT&T resdential tone distance subscnbers. is subject to brflmg availability and cant be combined with an. other domestic savogs options This plan
also cerates fo. other types ofcaHson ,our mam-died account, ca. (or deu^ Enroll by 11/30797 Ran is available un„. 12/31/97 K AT&T imp* Rates Mlmg iyn. a.a-able 1 your
area you" be enrolled <i the AT&T One Rate fan

Get 101 a minute and AT&T Call Organizer. FREE.

Call

I -800-878-3872

or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

t's

0 1997 AT&T

all

within

your

reach.

AT&T
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Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 International treaty
5 Orchid meal
10 Flat-bottomed
boat
14 Brutish man
15 Escape by
cleverness
16 Excellent
17 -Kon-—"
21 Looks fabulous
24 Paradise
25 Time of day, to
poets
26 Indian
27 Curvy letters
26 Pigs' pads
29 Add sugar
31 Place
32 Razor sharpener

DOWN
1 Jabs
2 Nixon's veep
3 Hag
4 Sleuth
5 Certain stanza
6 Crazy as—
7-Clairde—'
8 Netherlands
commune
9 Spanish money
10 Sardinian city
11 Made loving
sounds
12 Burden
13—blanket
17 Aquarium fish
18 Dullard
19 Be alert
20 Those
elected

33
34
35
38
41
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
53
54
56
57
58

Fate
Ringo or Belle
Relating to luck
Moves the cradle
Cause
amazement
Formerly called
Continental prefix
Prophet
— and crafts
Poor grades
—-fi
Bhngs to a
realization
Pool shot
Hitchcock film
Lodz natives
Tooth decay
Cancels

22 Japanese
instruments
23 Rhone feeder
28 Irish and mulligan
30 Nevada town
31 Moves about
,32 Coin openings
34 Saint- —(Fr.
composer)
35 Molding edge
36 Singer-actress
Delia
37 Affirmatives
38 Sleep
39 That hurts!
40 Shed many tears
41 Marsh plants
42 Diamond features
45 Binge
47 Sa-fi'S — Vader

59
60
61
63
64
67
66
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Baaeball gloves
Simpson et al.
Baby's first shoe?
— Domingo
Tunnel workers
Moonlike
Flirted with
"The Raven" poet
Western Indians
Conte
Animal docs
Sea bird
Legal matter
Newspaper
correspondents.
perhaps
80 Adjusted a piano
81 Certain groups
83 Expiate

49 Houston favorite
50 State a belief
51 "Theirs — reason
why"
52 Rock singer. John
53 — Gras
55 Greek letters
57 Walking sticks
59 Expert
60 Money in
Thailand
61 Utter without
thinking
62 — space
63 Smelling —
64 Cubic meter
65 Skirt insert
66 Transmit
68 Ways of walking
69 Levels

64
85
86
87
91
92
93
94
95
96
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

72
74
76
77
78
79
80
62
84
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
96
97
98

Supporter
Markdowns
Some exams
Indians
Dunking item
Houston favorite
Flying prefix
"— Bravo"
Sisters
Nautical term
To — (exactly)
Diamond or
Sedaka
Frighten
Island near Alaska
Not home
Arum family plants
Algenan
governors

Chirp
Large food fish
Cruel treatment
Mundane
Gaze fixedly
Certain performer
Nevada resort
Lightweight velvet
"—atoSy..."
Town in Italy
Paris subway
Scribble
Tightly twisted
Fountain drinks
Genetic letters
Freshly
Distant
One — million
Wood sorrel
Bankroll

SPIRITUALIZED
TT

SPIRITUALIZED®
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN WE ARE FLOATING IN SPACE

NOW ON
SALE!
$12.99 CD
TRY IT BEFORE
YOU BUY IT!

1 tabtel 7Q nan

THE NEW ALBUM INCLUDES
"COME TOGETHER" AND "ELECTWCmr

GET HOLIDAY
CASH FOR YOUR
USED CDs!

□BUG uuau nnnnrci
□□IIU nraiJULi nuuu
unu
I nroQOCJL1UU DULl

JMU UREC Wants you To Sign Up
For Massanutten Resort's
LeanvTo-Ski and
Learn'T>Snowboard Classes*
;'nnilili»liM«lia>

See the Display at UREC on
November tvDecember 3, 1997
At UREC-MAC at Orientation
Session on December 3,1997, 7pm
First Session Tues. January 13, 1998 or Thurs.
[January 15, 1998 at Massanutten
$96 with Rental Equipment or
$84 without Rental Equipment.
For more info, call
UREC,atx8710
Open co students, faculty,
FOR INFO

staff and their family
members

PLAN 9 GIFT
CERTIFICATES
A must for the
smart holiday
shopper!

I5&

1790-96 East Market Street (Kroger Shopping Center)
Mon.-Saf. 10 AM - 9 PM • Sun. 12 PM - 6 PM • 434-9999

4

Massanutten's Learn-To-Ski
and Learn-To-Snowboard
Classes* are offered 6
consecutive Tuesday and
Thursday nights from 5-10 p.m.
beginning
Jan. 13 and ending Feb. 19,1996

* non-credit |
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FOR RENT

1S98-1999 Rentals
Phoenix Enterprises

University Mace - 4M apts.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc. (540)433-9576.

70 Broad St. Large 6BR house,
June lease, $225/person.

Two room* faf eubleaae - Starting
Jan. '98 in the new College Park
A/C. $265/mo. furnished, water,
sewage included. 574-4696.
One BR available In TO - At 1426
Bradley Or. Call Patty at
Funkhouser & Associates. 4345150.
2BR TH - 1.5 baths, great location.
2 blocks from JMU, available for
sublet Dec. 15. Call 433-7578.
Downtown art studios - $100 up.
No lease. Sheridan Real Estate.
433-7325.
Roommate needed - University
Place. $230/mo. Call 574-4731.
Available Dec. lf>May 15 '98.
Room for sublease - New Ashby
Crossing.
Two
bathrooms.
furnished, water/sewage Included.
Starts Jan. '98. Rent 4 mos.. get
5th free. Call 574-2768.
Female roommate to sublease Starting Jan. '98 thru second
semester 4/or summer. Ashby
Crossing. $240/mo. + utilities,
furnished. Call 574-2837. .
Roommates wanted - Two RMs
available in 4BR. 2 1/2 bath TH.
Putchmill Ct. Water included.
$J95/mo.. 5-7 mo. lease starting
1/1/98. Females in residence. Call
'■ 14-2100.
Room for rent! Cozy environment!
ireat roommates! Call Alice, 801JOll.
Cathedral ceilings, lofts - It's a
luxury condo at Hunter's Ridge.
June 1. 1998 thru May 31. 1999
$l,300/mo. Owner-agent Jordan T.
Rohrer, 564-1388.
Roommate for beautiful 4BR, 2
bath house. January. $250/mo.
1/4 utilities. 4331356.
Three BR available - Beautiful
Victorian 6BR house, unfurnished,
large rooms. Sublet Jan.-May. Rent
negotiable. Ill Campbell St. 433
3077.

2 or 4BR apt. Hardwood floors &
fireplace. South High St.
2 or 3BR TH on Liberty St.
Close to campus.
1.2 or 3BR apts. Deck house.
Mason St.
6BR house. 2 kitchens.
Old South High St.
7 large BR house. 2 kitchens.
2 baths. 3 floors.

Handcarved Nativities from Olive
Wood, Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.
Madison Romance Calendars on
sale now! Only $10. Call 801
0011.
1988 Toyota Cellca GT - 5 spd.
black, sunroof. 96,000 miles,
$4,000. 432-0444.

HELP WANTED

University Place, furnished. 4BR,
2 baths. W/D, DW, A/C.
June or August lease.
Three to choose from.

Earn free trips * cash) Class
Travel needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips 4
travel free! Highly motivated
students can earn a free trip &
over $10,000! Choose Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatian, Jamaica or
Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now!
(800)8366411.

1335 Devon Lane.
3BR furnished TH.
Cat anytime, 435-7368.
Sublease RM In TH - Hunter's
Ridge. Call Nate. 4336934.
Forest HIHs - 1BR for sublease.
Spring semester. Call Erin, 564
2864.
1BR In 2BR apt. - Near EMU.
$205+ utilities, unfurnished. 5744112.
'
Going abroad next Fat? Great apt
available Jan. 1, 1999. 6 mo.
lease. Call 574-6131. Ask for
Tiffany.
The easiest way to find great off
campus
housing.
http://users.aol.com/JMUrentals
Room for sublease - Hunter's
Ridge, furnished, close to campus.
W/D. A/C, bus service, available
Jan-June '98. Call 574-3538.
Spring sublease at Olde Mill $200. Call Larry. 4335326.
Sublease - 2BRs available January
'98. Two story townhouse. Squire
Hill. Price negotiable. Call Kenny or
Paul, 574-2132.

Elizabeth St - Two houses, 5BRs
each. June '98. August 96 x3068.
Need help! Must move! TH. 1RM
sublease. Great roommates! 8018240.

Sublet available In Hunter's Ridge
for Spring semester! Call Meredith
at 574-2893.

Huge houses stM available for the
'98-'99 school year. For photos,
prices, descriptions & availability
see.
http://users.aol.com/JMUrentals

One BR available - Commons.
Great location, fully furnished. Call
Glna. 574-3405.

FoxhUf Townhomes
Student housing - Investment
Property - "live Rent Free" Info/Brochure - Call 432-5525

FOR SALE

1 or 3 large BR apts. Hardwood
floors on Franklin St.

Two RMs for sublease - Starting
mid-December. 4BR/4 baths at
Southview. $259/mo. furnished,
water/sewage, private baths,
included. Ann or Tara. 574-2608.

Madison Manor - Spring sublease.
2BR. 2 bath. Call Matt or Dave,
4336907.

Old farm house with 4-SBR apt Renovations almost complete, fully
insulated, new windows, new gas
furnace. Jan.-May lease. Porches,
laundry, yard. 393 W. Water St.,
4335110, $1.000/mo.

Spring sublease hi The Commons
starting January. Call Sean, 5743718.
Room for rent - Spring '98. Only
$225/mo. Jennifer, 4338952.
Cheap sublease - Sl90/mo.; rent
negotiable, 1BR in 4BR apt.. 501 S.
High, fully furnished apt., close to
campus. Call Kristin. 4336987.

Earn $6,000 next summer running
your own business. Now
Interviewing on campus. Call
(800)3934521 ext.2 ASAP.
$1,500 weekly potential matting
our circulars. Free info. Call
(202)452-5940.
Keystone Pipeline Services, Inc. Technicians needed. Looking for
work for a semester or for the
summer? Natural gas contractor
serving the Richmond & Norfolk
area needs students starting at
$7/hr. Applicants must pass a drug
test. Call (800)437-0986. MF. 65.
ask for Sydney FulU for details.
Cruise Ship & Land-Tour
employment - Learn about
national/int'l cruise lines 4 landtour companies. World travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean).
Excellent benefits ♦ bonuses! We
can help you make the connection.
517-3360574 xC53251.
National Park employment Discover how to work in America's
parks, forests & wildlife preserves.
Competitive wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round,
For
employment info, call 517-3243081 XN53251.
Earn up to SSOO/wk assembling
products at home. No experience.
Info. (504)646-1700 Dept. VA4806.
Holiday help wanted - Fairfax, VA.
Hickory Hams is hiring full-time
temporary positions to begin Nov.
20 Dec. 24, counter sales & food
preparation available. S6.50/hr.
Call (703)818-7445. 13898 Metro
Tech Dr.. Chantilly, VA 20151.
Nationally-recognized public
opinion polling research firm is
now hiring polite, reliable people
to conduct scientific telephone
Interviews (no sales). Flexible,
part-time evening shifts MondayFriday with a day shift on
Saturday. $5.50/hr. to start.
Apply in person to Responsive
Management, 130 Franklin St..
Monday-Friday. No telephone calls
please.

Drivers needed part-time - Apply
in person at Mr. Gatti's. 4330606.
Earn $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to Country Living
Shoppers. Dept. M18, 251 N.
Dupont Hwy. Suite 117. Dover. DE
19901
Need extra cash for the holiday
season? If you're from the
Richmond area, why not temp over
Christmas break? Register with
Interim Personnel. Richmond's
leading staffing service. West End.
call (804)3535300: East End, call
(804)222-8500. EOE/MF
Gymnastics instructors wanted Harrisonburg Paries 4 Recreation Is
looking for instructors for its Jan.May sessions. Classes meet
Mondays.
Wednesdays
4
Saturdays. Contact Recreation
Dept. at 4339168 for info.
Pianist, string quartet, harpist
4/or accordion wanted for a
hospitality French theme dinner in
February. Please call Shana, 433
5193 or e-mail, oneilcm.
Photographer wanted for printing,
live shoots. Must have own
equipment 4 darkroom experience.
$5/hr + materials. Contact Adam,
c/o Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express, 434-3366.
Music Industry opportunity Breaking Records is seeking 1998
college reps. Unpaid, great
benefits. Mr. Wilkins, (803)7793803.

LOST a FOUND
Found - Camera. Saturday night,
on yellow bus to the Sheraton Four
Points. Call 867-5653.

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Great
party music since 1985! Call 433
0360.
Student hair cuts - $9.50.
Closest salon to JMU, behind
Kinko's. University Hairstylist. 433
9533.

SPRING
BREAK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise

$279

6 Days • Most Meals • Free
Parties • Includes Taxes

Cancun $399
7 Nights Mr/Hotel • Free Meals
& 21 Hours Free Drinks

Jamaica $419
7 Nights • Air ♦ Hotel • Save
$150 on Food & Drinks

Florida $119
South Beach, Panama City,
Daytona, Cocoa Beach

Spring Break Travel
Our 11th Year!

(800)678-6386
RELIABLE SPRING BREAK
TOURS
Bahamas. Cancun 4 Ski Trips!
FREE FOOD 4 FREE DRINKS!
Sign-up before Nov. 30.
Organize a group - travel free.
Call for details 4 free brocure.
Call (888)SPRING BREAK Today!

SPRING
BREAK
Cancun $399
Jamaica $399
Bahamas $369
Florida $119
NOW HIRING REPSI

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities &
work-at-home opportunities.
contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at 1-800-533 5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise) 6 days $279! Includes
meals, free parties, taxes! Get a
group, go free! Prices increase
soon.
save
$50!
springbreaktravel.com (800)6786386.
Spring Break - Cancun &
Jamaica $3791 Book early, save
$50! Get a group, go free!
Panama City $129! South Beach
(Bars close 5 a.m.!) $129!
springbreaktravel.com (800)6786386.

VISA MC AMEX. DISC

1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break, "Take z~ - Miring
Reps! Sell 15, take two free.
Hottest destinations! Free parties,
eats 4 drinks. SunSplash.
(800)4267710.

WANTED
Wanted - Cars for parts. 867-5871.

PERSONALS
Skydlvet Experience the thrill!
skydlveorange.com. (540)942
3871. Ask about JMU discounts.
Sport Cards - Game Cards.
Baseball. Basketball, Football.
Hockey, Star Wars. Magic, etc.
Buy/Sell. #1 shop in Valley. Dukes
Sportscards. Dukes Plaza, 2355 S.
Main. Phone 433DUKE.

Adoption - Loving couple wishes
to adopt infant Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Diane
4 Joe at (800)5791860 or collect.
(703)8301341,
Donate your vehicle to charity Tax deductible Charity Foundation,
Inc. (540)432-6653.
Adoption - Everything is ready for
a baby. Cozy home, large back
yard, great schools, adoring
relatives 4 more are what we can
offer a child. We're a sincere,
loving 4 easy-to-talk to couple. Call
Wendy 4 Alan toll-free (888)2324823. Legal 4 confidential.
Ballroom 4 Latin dance
Instruction by an experienced
professional.
(540)2495781/(410)7638588.
Adoption - In love for 17 years 4
happily
married
for
13.
Unsuccessful parenting attempts
left us with empty amis. Adoption"
however has brought new hope. If
you are struggling to make
decisions about your life 4 the life
of your baby, please consider our
invitation to share in a two way
blessing. Call collect anytime. Dan
or Una. (703)8039220.
Great American Smokeout ends
today! Stop by the commons 4
Godwin for free stuff 4 the Health
Fair!
A big thank you to the HTH 458
class 4 the JMU Hearth Center for
all their hard work during the Great
American Smokeout. — The
steering committee
Spring Break trips) Cancun.
Florida, South Padre. Prices
increase mid-December. Call now
for more Info. Julie. 574C546.
Xl's - It Is great to see you in
letters! Congrats on initiation!
Love, AXQ.
KA - Thanks for the great
Hollywood mixer! Love. AXQ.
Janine - Good luck In Spain. If
your heart finds another, always
remember me. Rees
Congratulations
to the
Omlcron Class

of
niE
for making it to Initiation.
You have worked hard 4
we are very proud of you!

EVERYTHING
performs @
9:30 Club
Washington, D.C.
Friday
November 28th!
Protix
(703)218-6500

The Breeze is looking for an editor-in-chief to begin work in March.
Submit resume, cover letter and five clips to:
The Media Board c/o Dr. David Wendelken
The Breeze, James Madison University
Deadline: Jan. 19, 1998.
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The Commons Apartments
Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
and by appointment
869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com
o

-

.

• Double Beds in each

• Oversized Closets

bedroom
• Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room

• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
•Full size Dishwasher
• Bus Service

Stop by The Commons Rental Office,
or call H32-0600, and make a move to luxury!

